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Absinthe

Absinthe, make us see the world in all its darkest corners, 

Slide out the slug, the snake slither, 

Creep the spider with its web of intriguing death, 

The rotting heads on stems of yellow sunflowers 

That sway in the Tuscan breeze.

Absinthe spills her charms upon us and we’ll draw on her deep, 

Invite us to the side of silent ghosts, 

Silent until she loosed their tongues 

And unleashed that which we most feared of ourselves, 

So we could do no more than disavow all the good we ever did.

She caresses us with silk white hands,

Released us from the contradictions 

Of those long days playing havoc with our reason,

Absinthe is a whore with the seam across her face,

Denying all we ever needed and giving all we never wanted.
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Glamours my life with cool fingers about my throat 

And daggers to her breast,

Absinthe, 

Come to me in my dreams and tell me all you learned

From every man that ever sought your blessing.

When distracted by her beguiling beauty, dangerous and forlorn, 

The future is an empty, abandoned canvas,

In this moment which she is, 

As I am, 

So there is nothing outside of her.

Or those fantastic images of her translucent mind,

Of five dark horsemen charging across a silent plain under moonlight, 

Blood cakes the weapons of them that ride the night, 

Lust urging women big mouthed and breasted 

Leaning over your manhood. 

Drag her to you as she fumbles 

With clothes that needed tearing from her body,

For there is no after party: this is the party, 

Where we are friends and amongst friends, 

Where there are no impossibilities.
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Draw me to your ear 

And I will share her wisdom and her evil thoughts,

We are friends until this drink is over, 

And then we must renew, 

Until our minds have left our bodies and there is no misunderstanding. 

File in and line up for a taste of her sweet poison, 

And what dreams might be, 

For which at other times we are rebuked 

And feel the need to bow our heads,

But this is hedonism and all hell’s freedom.

All we ever wished we’d been,

And might have been remembered for:

Absinthe draws out our hearts with a soft hand,

Now there is only ecstasy, 

Sweet music on our tongues.

And love to abandon:

Your embrace, 

Your smooth embrace;

But then her soft lips cupped mine 

And she leaves me sated until then the need.
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Blue Girl  - Bondi

Blue Girl, 

Fourteen, sitting on the porcelain dunny,

Looking at the camera mama’s holding like she’s going to drop it.

You’ve got that 

What the fuck am I doing here? look on your face, 

Thinking how and when am I going to get to Bondi?

Where I'll wake up every day, and make up for all this wasted time,

Don’t ask me why I want to be there: 

I just know I need to be not here.

Blue Girl, nineteen now and back again,  

Dark hair tumbling round her face,

Still got on the hat, like it never left your head.

Your one day old man thinks it’s funny pulling back the door,

Til you turn the finger on him, 

Which just makes him want to piss you more.
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To find another way to get to you,

Cos every day you get to him, 

When he can’t hide from who he doesn’t want to be.

Already you got some kind of hidden attitude, 

Like, “Don’t fuck with me brother or we’ll need to talk, 

And it wont be about things you want to talk about.”

Rehearsal time is hard to come by when you’re in the trenches 

With someone that needs to step on you to make himself feel good, 

Unless the bottle’s there to build him up.

Want to kill him every day 

For what he’ll make you do with life,

Til you square him with a left-right King Hit.

After then you don’t need to kill him; he’s doing that himself,

If you wait long enough every tyrant meets his day, 

But sometimes it takes a patient wait.
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Blue Girl, 

Edgy stories tumble out that I can't connect with you

Boys that don’t know how to be a man.

So they take a bat to anyone that crossed the line they’ve drawn,

And drunken grandmas jealous of your looks, 

So she’ll slide the knife in when the whisky takes her tongue,

You walked the furthest of them all, and they look to you for hope,

But your Blue Girl’s got a knife in her leg 

And bleeding from a broken mind.

After she saw you lip synch through life,

Never standin

With the strength you didna know you had.

Blue Girl, 

Back to see them tear it down:

Where it all began and ended.

The old fella's drivin' the big machine, that's been and seen it all before, 

No skin to him if he blades this one or not, 
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But he knows there’s dreams here from that look of lost relief.

Clutching pockets for something solid to remind you 

That where you came from really did exist, 

Even though it's only hate you're after callin'.

Now he's done there's only dust and fading photos 

No one understands or gives the smallest fuck about,

You might feel nothing when you see them too.

Which I'm thinking might be good:

Do it! 

Spread my childhood home across these lifeless acres.

Take these memories from my mind, 

Watch these walls fold in on everything I hated,

Falling like a funeral going on for fifty years.

But Blue Girl, what are you without your childhood dreams?

When you had the fortune to be raised

By an unforgiving and unjust man.

Look round each room, each wall, the sagging roof, 

The old car rusted to the ground with tyres left there like headstones,
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The plough your father worked against bitter ground.

Because working land was all he knew,

But this land is not 

The rolling, fertile pastures he wished he'd never left.

Cry for yourself, as all true tears are, 

Driving out of town you'll pass the block, 

Now an empty square of dirt.

Where they’ll raise ten houses, 

And become the edge of town:

What's that blue reflecting off the falling sun?
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Children of Israel

My friend, you have many lives to lead 

For your dead men at arms,

Live then for all of them, those Children of Israel, 

Live a crowded life, full of their dreams and hopes unrealized.

Learn wisdom to unravel life’s confusion, 

Which they never gained, and so they drifted

Unsure, or over certain, 

Led down to nowhere ends.

The reason for their life was never clear to them,

Or reasons for their killing men they’d never known,

Or why 

They too were in the cross hair of another man’s gun.

Their life and death was just the consequence of someone’s war,

They were an instrument of war, 

Like all their brother warriors,

Yet they may always claim youth.
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Once revelling in their bodies strong, burned by the sun,

The chorus of a song upon their lips, 

Laughter in their voices - lion cubs at play,

Why did they so conceal their generous hearts?

May you, in your wandering, find the peace they never had,

Nor their parents, bound by their past in fear, as victims,

A life of cowardice, flight and ignominy, 

Which should not be forgotten, Children of Israel.

But leave it there, accept what you cannot change,

It may come to pass again; face it then as heroes,

The while, put your hand upon the wheel of conflict, 

Cease its turning, at least until you’ve reason why it should turn again.

You my friend live then, see with their eyes, 

All the places in the world they never went,

Smell the fragrant bloom of some tropic paradise,

Feel, with their hearts, the pain of loss, the joy of love.

Love the women they were destined never meet,

May your heart race with fear, 
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Or at the soft sound of a woman’s voice, 

Whilst their hearts are forever still.

Hold their fading picture in your hand, 

As you rest the other on your daughter’s head,

Carry them to old age, and set them down at death,

You may then claim a full life, full of your men at arms.

Through you their lives are now complete,

Not one of those weary tragedies of life cut short,

May they then rest in peace beside you,

Replete of all the vagaries and victories of life.
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Bodhicitta

Let compassion  burst upon our hearts 

To shatter the hard formed stone of our indifference,

And wisdom be awakened in our minds:

These two pillars will sustain us through life’s trials.

The past was all futility, to stem with sand confusion’s tide,

A life of rising discontent, with dull pleasure’s limit reached, 

Wild plans formed, each certain of their winning, 

But doomed from their beginning.

Led darkly down an aimless path, 

No different from its end or any point between, 

Chaos my demented guide, 

Tormented by the knowing I should know.

To set high goals courts failure 

And with each expectation disappointment,

Abandon them; 

Let others judge the value of our life.
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If ego masks the blemishes I cannot face, 

I will strut in glorious stupidity,

Ridiculing others whilst they pity me,

Waste time in preening and the search for fault.

And contort myself to some desired image:

A God of War, impregnable to all challenge,

Until a victor rises, wiser, stronger, 

From whom I would run or cower.

As night will turn to day this will occur, 

The time uncertain but the prospect sure,

Or perhaps a God of love:

Irresistible, and yet resisted!

And what if we seek 

To climb upon the backs of other’s toil?

Compete to win an irresistible prize.

Which must differ for each one of us.

 

For only in its perfection 

Could we commit those worthless acts we justify.
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Yet as we climb, draw near the prize, we see the lustre faded, 

And so we must another prize seek out. 

Yet should we cast the net of love around us, 

Would not our own lives be enriched, 

Our suffering diminished, wisdom come with ease, as if fore learned?

Contentment lap warmly at our feet.

No stranger feel our cold indifference,

And anger be short lived, a passing cloud, like other cruel emotions,

We will dream of other’s happiness

As if it were our own, or our most loved.

I will love this Earth, 

Her kindness showered upon me,

Deserved or not, 

For in her heart no miser dwells.

This bounty so few enjoy, for they see not its purity, 

But some mirage of their own desires,

And so unsated they remain, whilst I and others sit content, 

Filled beyond all measure from the same cup.
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Our soul lies outside emotion and transient desire,

It is our higher path, our only friend in our aloneness,

The voice which questions and illuminates delusion,

The truth that we would own should strength deliver us.

So we will recognize the journey’s worth,

This very pain is our reward for knowledge now ingrained,

We cannot lose what cost so much to win, 

For in every pain is joy brought near.

Salvation lies, through our soul’s ceaseless quest, 

In lessons we must one day hear,

Even at our last breath, 

It is enough: not too late!

Better we should know than die in ignorance,

For with this knowledge death’s lonely journey 

Becomes a peaceful drift to our obscurity,

Don’t trouble to resolve the riddle of our death.
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We have enough in this life 

Without the burden of revealing what certainty awaits us in our next, 

A child will wake refreshed with all it needs to face the day, 

Trust likewise in our next being.
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Courageous Heart 

When love finds us, have we done good or ill?

For with love comes pain from unintended hurt or separation,

And so fragile are we,

Broken by the slightest tremor.

Without love what are we but an empty vessel, 

Love its intended fill,

Empty save the flesh and bone that shrouds us,

With no love to swell emotions’ waves from indifferent serenity.

But with love every rift’s a chasm,

Each separated moment a tormented lifetime,

A word, the sum of all endearments,

Joy, enough to die content.

Each kiss a passionate insanity,

Laughter, sunlight on all dark fears,

Which lifts the heart from depths to tranquil clouds,

Shadows never form, where can they hide?
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And yet should we be wronged, would we be

Lonely as a stranger in a crowded room of friends,

Betrayal shed the tears of all lost children,

Hope lie wrecked upon all hidden reefs.

Kindness, now a warmth we’ll never feel,

Sadness sit faithful at our side, vigilant of joy,

And hate turn upon us at every corner,

What can we do but love with a courageous heart?
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Run to Death

Death beguile me, 

Silken gloved and caped She calls to me, 

My siren lover, 

My child lost.

I run - up the gently sloping rise, 

Never slowing as I near the cliff’s edge,

I run - coarse wild bushes draw blood across my face,

Feet no longer leadened by the press of gravity.

Slow, my body turns upon itself;

The sound of cracking limbs

That wrap themselves around me,

Awkward – independent - a Lover’s last twining.

My arms stretch 

As feathers form a wing,

I slow – until I am the nexus 

Of fall and flight.
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I am a small bird:

Member of a flock, 

Never to be alone,

Rich colours - never to be drab,

Sing sweet - never to be silent, 

I am a being of natural beauty - never knowing shame.

I swim - out beyond the sound of crashing waves upon the shore,

I swim - toward the ocean, 

The sun my distance mark 

While I sail the small pleasure boat of my childhood.

At last I feel the gentle nudge, 

This Unseen would be my translator, 

The unconscious instrument 

Of my fanatic wish.

My leg’s grasped,

Let the final breath escape; watch it rise,

As my hands and arms 

Form small gills.
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My last kick turns into a fin flip,

Breathe the water’s air, 

Gills fill and expunge

The stale breath of my lungs.

I am a small fish,

Well placed member of a shoal, 

Never to be alone,

Soft golden shade of my translucent skin – 

Never to be drab, 

I am a being of natural beauty - never knowing ashamed.

Leave the rush of town, embellished and opulent history,

The sound of car horns honking, 

Of language never understood, 

Though I cared to.

The mud buildings daubed with ancient colours faded, 

The women floating cloaks, eyes redeemed by life,

Chart a course - 

Not caring where, for I will not return.
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I crawl - into this empty desert: my life, 

Clear, unclouded sky: my dreams,

This burning sun: my enemy victorious.

I crawl - my sanity emptied like a sand clock,

I crawl - pain completes me, shrouds me, universes me,

I crawl - strength abandon me!

Craving weakness to speed me to my journey’s dark temple,

Now I lie upon my belly -  

Heat leaves me; limbs wither, 

Crenellated skin scales into dry smoothness.

I am a small but poisonous snake - and I am alone!

My brown skin is drab! 

Never silent, but my death rattle instills only fear!

Measure me 

By what I have felt, 

By my courage.
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Measure me

By how I have loved, 

By what I have relinquished and overcome.

Measure me 

By how I have wreaked defeat 

And confusion on evil.

Now, Death take me, 

Purge my soul of all its crimes!
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Death ran swiftly

Death ran swiftly at my side,

His coat tails flapping in the evening breeze,

A fusty smell visible about him.

A head stripped of flesh; eyes black holes in which to lose

Myself, my mind:

My meaning of the cultivated man.

A raucous laugh escaped him as I ineptly tried to run him out,

And then slowed on realising I’d never distance myself from Death,

And so I dawdled at Death’s side.

My heart no longer leaping, a gazelle in flight,

I pondered death, and all its meanings,

Lingered on each thought: old friends, over coffees at an inner city café.

When I might have run yelping, I did not, 

I must oblige, attentive at this interview with Death,

What might I learn of life? 
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Could I have taken his bony hand in mine?

Not then, for we’d hardly met, and I’m wary of all strangers,

Yet now, I could, if we meet again before my time.

Why not? 

He is the hunchback with the gracious heart, 

The vulture, driven to his prey by instinct.

The cold assassin, a silently drawn and driven knife,

The crazed killer, fated since before his birth

To find peace only when blood smeared.

Or the speeding fin, to cut with sawing teeth, 

The iconic mark of the shark:

Death’s figure is never pretty, is it? 

But he was not here for me this night,

I had stumbled on another’s Death Waltz.

At the headland where a black man sat with his wife and their dead son.
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Onlookers to the water’s flow incessant, 

Trees on the far bank silhouetted, 

A light upon a vessel moored at the cliff’s lee.

Instinctively they’d sought protection there, 

Whilst, oblivious, 

The Ghost of Death hovered over them.

The man cried loud, cried long past the day break, 

The woman sighed deeply, with more intent, 

More understanding of death’s meaning.

And her tears fell upon the still boy’s face,

She could not restrain a swiftly passing thought 

That her tears might wake him.

They might, if and only if there was a constant god, 

A compassionate god, 

And an irrational god.

For why save him, if not all the undeserved of death?

But the boy could not wake, already was he gone,

Leaving behind grief dissipating like ripples from a cast stone.
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Until the man walked away alone, 

Apart from his woman, 

Never since was he fully where his body occupied its space.

Even as he slept the dream would splinter, 

And a fragment cast a light upon his long remembered son,

He wondered, did his son take the hand of death with wilful truculence?

A foolish prank all boys will one day risk,

That, by a different fortune, would be nothing more 

Than pain, a spurt of blood, or the sweetest sleep,

To wake no longer as a boy but at the fringe of manhood.

But the man would never see his boy 

Upon that fateful walk he once took,

When his youth broke upon the Sacred Manhood Stone.

Of wisdom, courage, and independence, 

His stride lengthen, 

His voice deepen and embolden.
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His body grow, 

And women fear his wrath,

Whilst he held his gaze warily upon the world.

No lord has ever loved his estate as that desperate wanderer,

Who wished now to lay beneath the wizened tree,

A folly to that barren land he called his home.

And so he sought this place once more,

With or without her,

But she came, from duty, and love.

And hoping that her heart might be softened 

By the tread of feet upon the dry red soil,

By the cicadas hum that drowns all thought, all words.

Or by the forlorn cry of a native bird 

Carried by the hot wind across the walled valley,

Or the rush of water over sandstone, an oasis of cool air,

Where the giant ferns bow, and the light turns bottle glass green,
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All these things might soothe her heart, 

So she might walk again with men, 

And not apart.
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Delhi in my Heart

India my home, I love, 

And share the fine line with hate,

The land of forebears, jute kings and indigo barons.

Enslaved to those English shores they’ll never tread.

And to pretty women of silently domineering character,

For whom boredom filled their days, til they’d snared their man.

The purpose of their brief flirtation with my land:

They took the best of men back to insipid life of mediocrity,

Away from this land they loved, but had tired through loneliness.

This crown of all countries, this kaleidoscopic jewel,

This sea of senses, 

Into which I have but merely dipped a toe.

The airport silent : anti climax

To the longed for throngs to push through, swear at and cajole

Only off white marble, fluorescent light.
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Smart dressed bearded Sikh: who’d fuck with them? 

They’ve no fear of death, 

It’s a forever open gate to them.

Out into the night I brace myself for the onslaught of humanity,

Assailed I am, but not by any man, 

The pungent smells of a city alive with life, love, deceit, and excrement.

Smells congeal as the colors on a tantrum baby’s picture.

The heat a clammy overweight, 

She covers me with the throbs of her beating heart.

Past gorgeous parks, wrecks of humanity, fallen in railway station, 

Down eerie, empty streets with neon signs still flickin

On the half lit words that make no sense.

Morning, and the sun rose upon a street narrow and still,

It seemed the world had died 

Or like on a quiet Sunday in a sleepy English  hollow.
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But they were drunk 

On this too much  light fantastic,

So, slowly to their feet they rise.

Yawns, a spread of arms,

Smells bounce off the high hotel fronts, 

All glamour from a distance, but flaking when you get up close.

Then, out of where? Here at my feet looked up 

The clearest, cleanest face, in the starchest clothes, 

A boy with everything at his feet.

Except his legs, 

Useless flapping wings, curled about him,

And yet, his face was full of happy expectation.

I never saw that look again in this land of hopeless dreams,

He has something we all want, 

And it shone from him.
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Later, at the café, the gigolo with a racy word for all the girls,

The clown, who makes them break a smile,

He moves so slow you have to fuckin microscope to see it.

Doing nothing, 

Til the boss has had enough and makes him work his butt,

But over shoulder comes the last word and they all fall about.

It passed the day – 

Wasn’t this like any other day in those Delhi streets?

Outside, the girls in saris, a gauze like scarf conceal and reveal.

A glimpse of blackest hair, curled about her wrist,

Full lips, dark eyes downcast,

Preoccupied with gossip only girls can share.

But she could not ignore the cheeky whistle, 

For which the boy had earned a blush from her 

And praise from all his mates.
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The street of harlots: was this a half night drawn dream?

Of Elephants charging - the buildings quaking under them,

Great spikes driven in their heads, 

The silent parade of racing camels, 

Gone as if they’d never been.

Minutes later, on a street side, another dream.

A silent shroud in black about her head and to her hidden feet, 

Face a floating moon, 

As she leaps from one cab to another.

As if across the waves

Upon a lighter, 

To a secret assignation.

Now, me, I’m wanting main stream nightlife, 

Disco, girls, dancing, drink, knock backs, and dreams,

Into a gaudy painted room, gaudy music, gaudy lights, booze racked.
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Girl alone, dancing on a stage, men fawning,

An erotic dance: just a foot exposed enough to set our hearts aflame,

Their pride at her flashing feet.

The green dress swirled, 

Money floats like autumn leaves about her head,

Envy bouncin’ off the walls.

What’s her story?

Found in this room, 

With these men, at this time, at these dances?

Oh, the rise of those legs from the ground, 

To heaven at those narrow thrusting hips,

Paradise at her breasts.

Hair laced about her icon face, 

Eyes through the haze, blaze,

Laughing straight at me: 

Yeah, got fooled again.

Yeah,  got fooled again.

Yeah,  got fooled again.
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Die without regret

This day I’d die without regret, 

For what better day than this, 

A joyous day, my mind in peace, aware.

My body rested, no pain to drag me into introspection, 

Or throw myself 

Upon the rotting dung heap of self pity.

My heart is clear, as white as I could ever paint it,

Anger never mauled this day, love was never easier to feel,

I’m up high, with the Sea Eagles, as they float across tomorrow.

It would be a day when all debts are cleared, 

Discarding every petty victory 

At the instant of its claiming.

My heart reclines, freed of guilt 

Of what I should have done, and had not, 

Or kept silent when a wrong demands the spotlight cast upon it.
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On this day I loved without care, regret or measure,

And this final day would be one I’d beg would never end, 

Is this not the way any party should be left?

Not a dried out day we’d rather leave behind,

I’d not wish to die upon a day

On which we’d fought, or weakly bickered.

When we’d gossiped foolishly, 

Or closed our hearts on someone:

No, I’m up high, with the Sea Eagles, as they float across tomorrow.

On this day the lion roars his loudest, 

The warrior’s at his bravest, 

The snake his most wily – and the king his most decisive.

This day no fish would fear the net, no animal the gun,

Flowers will bloom their finest; insects take their fill of nectar, 

The tree alive as birds shimmer round it.
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A moving tapestry of colour,

The seas a turquoise blue, 

Drift into the haze of a cloudless sky over golden sands.

In the distance white capped mountains, saffron robes,

A place of Silence, 

A place for Wisdom giving birth to Reason.

Inland lies the dense green jungles thronged with a cacophony of life,

On this day I’d find all this beauty,

For I’m up high, with the Sea Eagles, as they float across tomorrow.

Now, halt me at the gates to question me 

And I would have a steady answer, enough to satisfy 

The meanest bar room lawyer at his ego’s zenith.

For I am well prepared for death, 

Yet I do not invite it:

Let this new adventure start.
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Regardless that I’ll never feel again, never love again,

I’d leave all I most cherish with no hopeless backward glances,

Cast off the ropes that bind me to this life.

Let my vision stretch on and outward; 

My mind join with the universe,

The Earth diminish: hasten me to loose the last familiar bonds

Now at last, I’m up high, with the Sea Eagles

As they float across tomorrow,

But I’d circle back across the mountain line, 

And so embrace a welcomed death.
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For Zenny

If you can find, in whatever circumstance,

The certainty of having done your best,

If you can set aside your petty impulse for a common good,

And fill your heart with love.

If you can stand content, without the urge to run,

Feel the blackest spirit yet see around you only white,

If you can ignore the words you know are lies,

And through dense forests of those twisted words see truth.

If you can stand against ill will, despite the bitter wind 

Of loneliness, speak out, and turn the tide against unreason, 

If you can laugh at your ego’s vain triumphs, 

And not fall upon the sword of false modesty.

If you can judge the value of your every act,

And know how little consequence it has to your entirety,

If you can raise the poorest to the place you occupy, 

And, without fear or ridiculing, walk within their shoes.
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If you can know yourself, 

To love the good; embrace the bad,

If you can take upon yourself a task 

You know you’ll fail, and still persist.

If you can give warmth to strangers, as if to your favourite child,

Treat your enemy as you would your dearest friend,

If in your darkest sorrow you can redeem the sadness of another,

And know your best and worst is less than most.

If you can know nothing, and bask in this wisdom’s freedom,

Set aside your past, without a backward glance,

If you can, all times, seek out your soul’s desire, 

Feel the tug of fate, and trust it blindly.

If you can let all you hold dear rest lightly on an upturned palm,

Rise above your fear and act upon your soul’s behest,

Face death, as every other change, with open heart and mind,

You’ll bring much goodness to this world, my child.
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The Fuck Queen

You are the Fuck Queen

Cum drips from your open orifices

You demand fucking, 

Cum sprayed across your writhing back.

You kneel before the phallic omen,

Then take it in your mouth,

It grows as you suck the life juice from it, 

It throbs in your painted hand as you work it.

Then you sit astride it, your hips buck: Ride it!

A smile never leaves your lips,

For you know he will cum when you want him to,

But you will cum first, you must cum first!

He will kiss you, your lips parched, 

Needing cum to moisten them, 

He will kiss you, your lips two oceans parting, 

Body panting like a dog.
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He will kiss you, 

Your lips spread by his fingers

As he slides them into you, 

Your body arches and then sags.

He will kiss you, 

Your lips part 

As a tongue seeks out your own, 

To bind, to play.

He will kiss you, 

Your lips rosebud, 

Licked and sucked, 

Which soothes your ache then heightens it again.

Kisses your neck, teeth sink into the soft flesh of your shoulder, 

Branded by his teeth, 

No doubt you belong to the Fuck King, 

As he belongs, by other ties, to you.

A tongue defines the outline of your chin, 

And then lightly courses down the centre of your neck, 
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To the twin crescent moons of your breasts, 

Cum pregnantly held on the tip of a nipple taughtened by fingers.

Lightly touch 

As if they do not touch, 

As if breath, the crisp morning ocean swail, 

Or the warm, faint breeze of a summer morning.

Then it is his tongue, 

Upon the tip of a nipple flowering, 

Reaching to the sun,

And once again your body arches.

How you wish it were a dick 

You could force into his mouth 

As he has so many times forced it 

Cum dripping into yours, which you could never resist.

Your hand drawn as if to itself, 

Dead without the pulse of blood in his rod, 

And you are swallowed whole as he takes one nipple in his mouth, 

As he circles round its rippled outline.
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You feel it not there but in the centre of your body, or

A touch on your clitoris, 

A tongue on your moistened lip, 

A finger pressed against your asshole.

Which throbs as he licks your clitoris, 

Then opens,

Welcoming impregnation:

You are ready to be fucked. 

He faces you and you guide 

The King of Cocks into you, the Queen Cunt, 

There is no pause as it slides, 

A train, in and further in, to emerge from your mouth, head shining.

Glistening as the first drops of semen start to journey

And cannot be contained

You touch the tip with moistened fingers, 

Lightly, just at the tip, around the rim.

Then like a snake it returns to your cunt, and withdraws, 

To plunge again, exploding cum into you, withdraws, 
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Your legs wrapped around him

Steel tendons, envelope, crush, you merge, then release him.

Blood appears at your breast, 

You take his dick and suck it, cum froths into your mouth, 

Then wank against your breast, 

Milk, blood and cum mix - three streams of life.

He will now impale you, 

Your face pressed into the earth, 

The mud: you smell its sweet perfume, 

Forests: fallen leaves on an autumn day; the rain fell: new life.

The mud like cum over your breasts and stomach,

He takes the rod from you and comes over your back, your hair, 

Over your face as you turn to demand more, 

Into your mouth a glob spurts.

You swallow and then it emerges from your asshole, 

He rods your ass, your two mounds spread by your hands, 

As you plead to be fucked up your ass, as deep as the rod will go, 

But he will not, he wants your cunt.
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The juices flowing, tightening around the sinew, 

You are spread eagled, your legs apart as they will go, 

Then as he fucks you,

They curl silently around his calves, entwine.

Ass raised 

As the stream of flesh slides in and out, 

Each stroke a woman’s lifetime, 

Until you are engorged, your body split. 

Your body arches up as if your back would snap 

As it begs, 

It pleads, in all the courts of all the worlds:

For the rod.

Shakin, vibratin; erupts, pulses in unison with the tendon, 

Then an earthquake starts from deep within the centre of you

But also outside you, 

The centre of the Universe quakes.

The Fuck King, 

He clings to you as his world collapses, 
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As you erupt, 

He is no longer the instrument, the actor, the puppeteer.

Your body is the Life Force of all things, 

The Life Energy of all things, 

The source of all Life.

Your cunt grips the rod and squeezes every drop from him.

He diminishes, disappears inside you, 

You grow gargantuan, you are renewed, 

You are the Fuck Goddess, 

The Fuck Queen, the Queen of all Fucks.

Now you are sated, 

Cum covers you, 

You dive beneath an ocean of cum 

And draw it into you like air.

You breath cum, then you sleep, 

Your body flattened by the Fuck King, spread, complete, 

The Fuck King is no more, 

The Fuck Goddess lives.
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How can we lose

How can we lose what we never owned?

A child 

For which we hold a flimsy lease 

On love, and understanding.

A friend we never loved enough, 

Who would fail our subtle expectations,

So we could walk away unhurt, and disappointed,

Our barbs still glinting on each solitary dawn.

Those ideas we claim our own, but never were, 

Sprung unheeded from a Universal Knowledge,

Or those gifts with which we are uniquely born, 

From which our best emerge.

Crimson juices of our creativity 

Which crash like waves upon a stagnant pool

To stir our dormant feelings into passion,

And our sharpest insight into Spectral Secrets.
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Those faint winds of instinct, 

That of our link to distant planets, 

And a man long dead 

Yet still revered.

Nor possessions, which succour our inferiority, 

Chain us to the floor, 

And paper over yawning cracks 

In the fake flaking self we would present like debutants at court.

Or this land our forbears fenced and stake as theirs, 

Is not their land, 

For with what currency could they have earned the right 

To claim it as their own.

And not those traits we think our best, 

Which merely shout the loudest,

We should listen for the soft clear voice 

Of our Soul: this our sole possession.

Not coloured by the numbers of someone else’s choosing, 

To reflect their own Fool’s Gold reflected image,
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So that, goes unnoticed, is the paper lantern through which 

The murky light of our true selves shines out.

Should we embrace all that we are, 

Then Brutus walks the stage,

At our most provocative

Who wouldn’t think we could endure, and claim our triumphs?

And when we love ourselves enough 

We may become our most inspired thought, 

Our most prudent gamble,

And we the vessel of it’s articulation.

But perhaps not freed men, 

For that takes 

The courage of indecent abandon, 

Which few may claim.

A partner, so often thought our chattel, 

Is just an interlude in life’s solitary journey,

But we do not own her, and nor she us, 

Though many may have tried.
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Even our life sometimes seems not our own, 

Jostled in this crowded room,

Nor our body, a sack of filth we indulge beyond reason, 

Our ill fit companion, we sometimes wish we could abandon.

Dust made mud, until with age it dries, wrinkles, shrivels, 

In life our thoughts, our feelings, are all we ever truly owned,

But death is ours to own, 

Alone.
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How fortunate are we

How fortunate are we:

At night we have a bed to rest upon,

Safe and warmed with our family around us.

But there’s a girl amongst us who dreads the night,

She lives on the street because her father would have killed her,

She dreads the night because she has no shelter.

She dreads the night because she has no food,

She dreads the night 

Because one of them will fuck her.

At each day’s beginning she has nothing to her name,

At each day’s end 

She still has nothing.

The boys protect her from the other gangs, so they possess her body,

She sniffs Dendrite to fog her mind,

So she does not recall what happened to her body in the night.
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How fortunate are we to work, and have an education,

But we know a woman’s son, 

And he will never work.

Lounged at every street of every city in the world.

For there is no purpose to his life, 

No future to inspire him.

They are an army waiting for the call from clever salesmen,

Selling Purpose, selling Courage, selling Wisdom, selling Pride

Selling what all young men want, their Manhood.

Called to arms they will believe each word their leader utters, 

He has inspired them, they’ll follow him to death:

For there is no other way to die, if we’ve forgone reason.

How fortunate are we to live in temperate lands,

For there is a girl amongst us who lives in a place 

Where seas have turned to sand.
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Bound by men’s convention, she is a slave to every man

Where he may kill in the name of god and be a hero,

Where he may adulterate a woman, and his friends will merely laugh.

Whilst she will be stoned to death, 

Unclean Pariah, 

Men’s Weakness.

She cannot walk freely down the street, 

Bound by the walls of her home 

That become a prison when she begins to bleed.

She will receive no education worthy of her mind,

She cannot wear 

The gaily coloured clothes she weaves.

For women all around the world: your mother, your wife,

She was a prisoner 

From the day they found a cunt between her legs.
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Pissed myself

Pissed myself.

No worries there, 

I can do most anything.

I’m in a barrel and there’s no looking down, 

So I’m free, 

No constraints on me!

Suits look past, 

Eyes averted, fear tainting, losing

Something.

Me, I’ve got nothing left to lose,

Lying in this spreading yellow stream, 

My world caught in a plastic bag.

Alley Cat, don’t you try to sidle by: lie with me, let’s share your milk,

But Cat I don’t trust your fangs and claws,

They seem like weapons for the shrouded mind.
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I’m relaxed, bedraggled, legs spread wide: suck the lolly, baby, 

Eyes all innocence, don’t fool me old darling, 

It’s written in the expert wandering of your hands.

Wank me! 

Wrap those red nail talons round my cock!

While I wet dream petticoats and crimson lips.

But she wasn’t my fuck to have; 

Don’t need to wonder why,

But I had a few good ones in my time.

So I’d still want her, 

Cos some way she’d be different, 

And that’s the itch I can’t reach inside to scratch.

I’ll lay down everything for this, 

Just say the fucking word, 

Believe me, try me, bring it on!
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This is my land, this is my backyard, 

I’m survivor, 

I’ll give a shit for once!

So up go the fists and I’ll square off:

Crack, one punch is all it ever takes,

Fuck I’m nothing when there’s action to be had.

So tear up the cloth, 

Let life’s stench come in 

To brush the Death of Life away.

And bare the Soul and Passion that is our raw selves,

Which most would cover with a modest pane,

Ashamed of cunts and sores.

Expose the lie of this quaintly painted world 

Thrust our faces 

In this Shit called Life.
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Close your eyes or shit is all you’ll see,

Hold your nose or shit is all you’ll smell,

Cover your mouth or shit is all you’ll taste.

It’s a hard road, but what's the choice?

We’ll waste a few, but it’s a secret war we’re losing,

And I’d be tough on you; or else you’re fucking lost, OK.

I can still recall, but only just, 

A happy time before this life, 

When Shirley held my hand.

We walked together, piggy back or leapfrogged,

Along the ledges, 

Cars a zillion miles below.

I’d sing in to her mouth, 

Our voices merge, reverberate,

Later we lay down to sleep but end up fucking.
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But I tired of this complacent life,

And looked for some other star 

To cross my path and light the way.

But it’s not stars I’m seeing now,

Don’t know why 

This rocket up my arse propels me.

I try to blow it out: 

Have you ever tried to smell your bum?

It stinks, so save it, take my word.

So I’m flying now, alone, 

Into the sky, my bum aflame,

I’ve left you all behind again!

Yeah I’m the prophet, so stop the staring, 

If there were parts for choosing, 

Why, I’d be a fucking mouse on acid.
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Jealous Man

I could not be friends with you 

For I am a jealous man, 

And jealous men have no friends who once were lovers.

Their love’s a gun spittin devotional obsession

Indecent to anyone that’s never loved this way,

A crass and misfit friend.

My jealousy will not diminish whilst love still stirs,

Nor will it be extinguished by the wind of new passions,

For time would not allow it.

A jealous man could never stand there weakly tepid, 

And watch you falling for another man,

See you lie in his arms as you have lain in mine.

Look into his eyes and forget all other men you ever cared for,

I would turn away with hate in my heart

As you grow gorgeously fat with his child inside you.
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Then would I wish you and him 

The very worst of lives,

Barren of the sound of children’s footsteps.

Every day a struggle to survive the shit of life.

That you’d have heaped upon you in unequal measure,

And I would gloat as you’re wearied by my blizzard wishes.

One of you, him I think, the weaker, will abandon you

Seeking light, 

And release from the weal, and chains. 

Yet if I could love you without condition,

Whilst I might be gone, to never meet again,

Then could you bask in love’s warmth.

Contentment sighing in your every outward breath, 

Your face softened 

As all concerns dissolve.
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Your body lie languidly still, as only pregnant women can,

Suffused with an inner pleasure,

A feeling of completeness, and hidden meanings.

And I would only want the best for you, 

My desires discarded, 

Without trace of rancor.

For I’d feel my needs were of no consequence

When your wish to be unburdened 

Is foremost in my mind. 

Then I will love you as a friend, that less fiery love,

Which might be overlooked, 

As the best things often are.
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Josephine

Josephine my Love, my Queen, wither goest thou?

Spare me loneliness and jealousy,

Love me always as you did the day we first embraced.

How you made my heart beat faster, 

Merely at the sight of you,

And still your kiss transports me to Utopia’s Crucible!

Never change, or abandon me to misery eternal,

I await thee in my chamber, restless, 

Forever turning in anticipation of the milky smoothness of your skin.

Your fond endearments,

For me alone, 

Whispered tenderly into my expectant ear.

Your breath upon my neck would fire me to the heights of passion,

Fanning my insatiable desire for thee,

An old man, still my ardour’d be unabated.
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Would you felt the same as I,

I can only pray you do, 

Or I am lost.

The serene glance, confident of my love reciprocating,

Deep wells of azure blue, in which I drown,

Fix me with a stare, sensuous, daring me to take courage.

Abandon myself to reckless love,

And thus stripped of power and all its trappings, 

Unmasked, disarmoured, vulnerable to the feeblest blow.

This I will endure for your love, and yours alone,

For no other woman could have been my Queen,

She would not stir me as you do.

She would not own such respect as I have for thee, 

You are like no woman I have ever seen or heard spoken of,

Was this my good fortune, or the destiny of our two lands?
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Killer

What of the killer, 

Knife in hand?

This no bloodless, antiseptic death

Removed by distance 

Of the bullet from the gun.

The woman knows he wants her dead, 

But fore knowledge didn’t shield her,

He sees a face reflected in her:

Eyes drawn wide in terror.

Eyes drawn wide in terror.

But does not see it as his own, 

Does not know this twist bulge hate,

Acrid breath, bile rising in her throat which 

Overpowers the natural scent of her, 

a scent, faint, forever in his dreams.
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The cry interrupted, his hands about her throat, 

Something gives beneath his fingers, 

Something soft, something feminine,

He shudders, 

For he is no expert in this art of fear.

No!

This is passion thwarted:

This is revenge.

This is revenge.

This is revenge!

For only this way can he redeem his pride, 

And call himself a man again,

Yet he wishes it is her that has him 

Dancing at the noose;

Dancing at the noose.

To have the chance to lose himself to death, 

The only way he may place frontiers round this pain unbounded,

For he knows:

She is gone from him.

She is gone from him.
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Doubt floats briefly in hope’s shallow water, 

But doubt floats cross the reasoned mind, 

And this mind is not the action mind,

The reasoned mind 

Is not the action mind.

Knife stained red, the blush spreads across his shirt,

She lies in the corner panting like a whelping bitch,

Then she crawls across the floor, weary, 

Compelled to ease his slow decline to death,

For long ago she gave up trying to ease his heart’s discomfort.

“I’ve never loved a man” she said 

“Some times I think it’s love, but then I realise it’s only pity, 

That’s always been my weakness,” 

“Then I wish I’d had the fortitude to kill you”, she heard him whisper, 

Many times she wished he had,

For she would never love a man, never love a child, never love herself.
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Laying flowers

Would you be laying flowers on my coffin as it’s lowered in the ground?

For we’ve been friends long - past the lovers’ fashions,

You were a child when we first met, 

And I a man just reached his prime of heart and mind.

I wish you were dropping petals on me, 

His children at your side,

Than risk your friendship  

For a fuck I could acquire in any ill lit alley.

Love to fuck you dead but I can’t give you what you want:

Three or four, four I think it was, 

Ducklings all lined up behind you, 

Swimming down life’s drifting tributaries.

You all silhouetted on the crisp horizon, 

A static outline 

Of your dreams I cannot fulfill, 

Though how often did I dream I could.
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Ah, your ducklings, a warm smile reflected in their eyes upturned,

Waiting on your every word, breaths caught in unison as you hesitate,

And turn riot upon each other, when your back is turned,

Though you know everything, for you are their mother.

How glorious is a woman’s strength 

With destruction pressed close upon her face,

She is invincible to the last, 

Whilst we would blaze or abandon at the first confront.

My heart was missiled to the heat of love,

My mind flung across the pages of every dripping love story,

But my hopes were dashed 

Against your smooth walled logic.

My heart slid cartoonly down, 

And quietly spatters, 

The trail of blood 

My feelings dissipated.

How I wish we could have been lovers 

Without the shadow of tomorrow upon us,
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For another day on which to feast, 

Our bodies merging.

What’s more to say 

Than I loved you once 

And always will: 

Man Inconsistent.

Understand that leaving, 

When the picture’s torn, 

Is selfless love: 

The only love worth counting.

Go then, 

Have your children, 

Write to me 

How wonderful they are.

How like his father has the boy become,

The girls so little ladies like their grandma,

How they bemuse, amuse 

And lose you. 
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But now, time passed, 

All but brittling memories exist, 

Yet I, friend, remain, 

Remain through all our small meanderings, love our binding.

So life is change not bitter endings

I recalled this was the lesson from my life with you,

Though I’d ignored your hinted warning frequently enough,

But now it pigeon’s home when needed most.

And so, when we are wiser 

And forgive each other’s weaknesses,

We will be friends, and lovers once again,

Cherie, je t’adore: mon coeur est pour tu.
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No more tears + I only lie

HER

I’ve no more tears.

Nothing left to give,

Copy perfect cos I’m closer to the ground.

When they’re crying 

I can hear the echo in my heart,

We’re a fucking string quartet of broken hearteds.

 

Where did I lose my way, who’s to know, I took so many turns,

Maybe you can tell me, 

Cos there’s a smartarse in you every day.

While I’m just running, 

A kid in grown ups shoes trying to fool them all,

But I’m gonna make it, make it good.

I’ve got reams of dreams: 

It’s picking one that sobers me.

When will I be growed up, 
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At peace and wise about myself

No tricks.

I feel overcrowded but I wanna know them all: the All of Me.

Being in a team was never going to do it either,

My star shines brightest on a cloudy night,

I always feel alone: so why not make it on my own?

Man, if I knew what I really wanted I’d be up there ruling

I want to be just me but I don’t like the way I look,

Well now, you’d think I’d have the sense 

To look for other ways to strut ma..

But I wasn’t good at hiding what I really feel,

But you came back for me with honesty in tow,

Did you think that could shield you this time round?

And you think you know me well:

I’ll let you know If you cried on cue, 

Or was it someone else you cried for?
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I love to feel the tearing of my flesh, 

That sound: the pain, the retribution,

For something done of which I’ll never tell a soul.

I still feel beneath myself, as if I’d failed, 

My fault, a victim, of my prejudices,

Use me then, for it’s sometimes all I’m worth.

But let me dream of other men, other times, and other places, 

When I was beautiful and strong, and all men loved me,

The star in movies full of iron clad heroes, my Galahads.

It fills the gaps when absent looks betray your lack of feeling,

I could scorn you rightly, 

With the fuckin crowd behind me.

But then you’d be wanting me: your First Love,

Yeah, the one that drives a fist fast in your heart

And then in your guts for measure: doubled up with Love. 
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But you’re not so bad as you’d have me think,

Maybe we’re a match, I keep dreaming it might be so, 

But then you’d fuck it up.

But don’t worry, 

If it wasn’t you I’d do the job as well, 

Why, I’ve a fucking PhD in fucking up relationships,

HIM

I only lie 

When I’m afraid to say the truth

When I can’t tell you what I feel.

When I’m afraid of you, or what you’ll do,

It seems pathetic don’t I know it?

But that’s just how it is.

I can’t tell you 

That I thought I loved you but I don’t,
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Or that I fucking hate you more than anyone I know.

Ask me why I’d still say I love you, though I couldn’t spout a reason 

Why can’t I just run out the door - 

My Size Elevens flapping down the street.

I can’t tell you what I want from life,

Except that it’s not what I have with you,

That I’d have to throw the balls all in the air.

And take so many chances that 

I don’t know 

How the tide would leave the sand.

But I want to try, and not be left 

With vitriol and wishing,

And despising you for all my weaknesses.

I gave up fighting back, 

And took to drugs, 

To paint the world with brighter colours.
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Til there’s nothing left but make believe

To shine some light on darkened days

Which roll on for years or decades if we’d let it.

It brought light to my life any ways, 

Was yours always grey 

And you just wanted mine the same?

I know you want the best for us, but we’re not tight, we never were,

There was you and there was me

Across the chasm of our misunderstanding,

You needing something and I just happened by,

I’d do for what you’d planned,

It never really mattered what dreams I had for me.

From the start you must have known 

I’d soften in the pressure cooker, 

Under heat.
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But then you girls often think you’ll save us from ourselves,

Yeah, while we’re on it, 

Yeah men do the same.

But not while trying to claim 

The fucking moral high  ground – 

We’d never have the gall!

In the end it was deep sigh release when you let me go,

I didn’t love myself at all, 

Christ I didn’t even know then who I was.

The drugs had took their toll, 

And I’m just shell, 

Yeah for you to fill and mould the way you want.

Me then in the gutter, where I belonged, 

Until my self respect could merge with who I want to be,

And I’m pulling myself from the ground up.
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No help needed, this one I’ve got to do on my own,

Or what’s the point: 

It’s back to baby face and you in charge.

I’ll fucking be a man now, just for the scene change,

I’m not the best yet, but I’m getting there, 

One day you’ll be proud of me, when neither of us care!

But then I’ll stop lying, just the way you wanted,

Cos I’m not afraid no more, not of you or anyone,

I’m “tell it how it is”, give or take a “Fucken help”!

Yeah we’ll be allright, 

And one day I might be there for you,

Level pegging, maybe even friends.
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Paris France

Paris that long legged tight hipped woman, 

Mirage in a short black veil she wore with style,

Heels, slow motion,

All the time to watch undress, on empty streets,

That's the way it seemed to me.

In a taxi talking, talking like a local, 

So pissed I didn’t care what I was saying,

Laughing 

Drunk every day, 

And lonely.

So it's cool night clubs and models,

Whilst drinks tear at my wallet,

I bored,

You lost and sad but fitting in,

Elegant, beautiful beyond me then,

That's the way we seemed to me.
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Restaurants on streets lit by pages from a Stendhal novel,

Small tabacs that have an aura,

And people I wanna talk to,

You know when they just look like 

They got a story to tell that you're gonna wanna hear,

Sounding fast and cool,

Like it might be something all the papers want,

That's the way they seemed to me.

Rive gauche, Rive Gauche,

A Seine side suite this time,

Making love 

So the cleaner gets to see your Hour Glass from behind

Man Ray, spectator on the pair of you, 

Waiting for the outcome,

While she speaks English like it should always be spoken,

She purrs my name

So I'm scraping chins off tables every day,

That's the way we seemed to me.

We found Piano Zinc, to boys with loose hands,

Feeling like I looked good: Fresh Meat, Turn Material, 
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While the light boy made you laugh,

Like he was at the Moulin Rouge or Crazy Horse - 

With a crew behind him,

All he had was ten bulbs and a dimmer switch, 

Made every drag act look like the real thing: 

Sensation - A Star is Born.

That's the way it seemed to me.

Fine blonde hair caught by the summer breeze,

Firm body wrapped in a hugging coat,

He Cheshire cat, she elicit,

They run, it's this that turned my head,

For they'd no need to run except that they're in love

Which makes them kings and queens,

That's the way they seemed to me.
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Ralph

He would be a Sweet Wanderer,

The world his yard and hearth,

A free man, unchained by expectation

Of what he should be or should have done,

Or by convention, those diminishing constraints,

He will own his world, with a cool heart,

Be every woman’s lover, their ideal of manhood,

This will be my son.

But he will be lonely, 

For with a cool heart there are few connections,

When age has crept up on him and he turns to spin a yarn

He’ll find the stage is empty and for the first time

Observe his hands are wrinkled, his clothes worn through.

So he turns away from his fellow man,

And seeks safety in solitude,

But he found no safety, no peace, in his solitude,

He found only fear, and doubt, and distrust,
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What he heard about his fellow man made him suspicious,

What he saw for himself he did not understand,

He thought to withdraw himself further but 

He had reached the cave’s limit.

And so his voice quavers, strength deserts him,

He must summon courage, drawn from a life’s experience,

Tread a firmer foothold in the sand, and straight his bended back,

Look clear into the distance, or into the face of any man before him,

For he need fear no man, no woman, and no beast, 

They cannot best him, invincibility armours him:

This will be my son.

So when people speak of him they’ll say 

He has loved the only way, abandoned to its pleasure,

And his home has been wherever he found love,

Many times he fought for the rights of all free men,

He is their champion, their muffled voice released,

The guide on their meandering path,

His courage becomes their courage, their determination

To live, and be men worthy of that name.
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He will be clear visioned, the King of all his dominions,

And the wily Magician that no man can fathom,

In front of them stands Warrior, 

With beliefs that he will kill or die for,

Yet above them all stands Lover, 

Unflinching in his love:

THIS WILL BE MY SON !
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Rip It!

The crowds parted like the Moses Tide as I shit on the party floor,

I was looking for someone that understood this little turd of satire 

Is the only real thing in this room of words that have no feeling.

You’re laughing with a finger pointed 

Like the looks weren’t already daggers on me,

And the storm troop socialites have the batons out and dogs unleashed.

I thought you’re pissed but no, 

You’re stone cold sober, 

And that impressed me.

Everyone’s thinking you’re a fucking eejit, 

And you don’t betray yourself - 

Just raise up the middle finger.

Slow so we all know what’s coming, 

And give us time to craft reaction, 

Cos that’s what you’re waiting for.
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You shed a flimsy shirt that’s hardly on you in the first place, 

A few girls start to notice: 

Are you the stripper no one ordered? 

Black leather trousers is all you’re wearing now, 

Skin on skin, live porn, no rush,

Spread across the floor, you writhe like a snake on heat.

I want them all to know this is how dogs are, 

How we all are when we forget 

That someone we never fucking knew said “No you can’t!” 

My heat seeker, no one like you, no one left on the stage but you, 

My girl that likes to push me off the edge 

And fly past cos you want to hit the bottom first.

Some one asked me who my hero is, apart from you I’d have to say 

It’s that life’s-beaten-me looking wee mongrel 

Who’s getting a shag every time you see him.
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Strobe flickers, 

So they only get a glimpse of our action every other second, 

Then the lights go on as if your mother’s caught us.

You just laughed, 

Got up and walked out the door with your ass waving, 

In time with the heads of all the boys.

Like those nodding dogs in the back of cars.

I didn’t know the boyfriend was such a big strong boy, 

But then they always fucking are.

So yeah the blood across the wall is mine, 

And I bled some more where I thought they wouldn’t find it, 

Like it was some spell from the shaman.

 

Cock’s blood on the Voodoo Doll,

So she becomes a vamp on a dark night calling, 

And he turns into a priest when the full moon’s out.
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You broke into the car, 

“It was grey and looking bored” you said, “like a naked shark”,

So we spun out from the city bank and all those phallic buildings.

All this symbolism breaks my heart, 

Seemed like we were making sense so I’m not happy,

So I take the wheel and you braked on.

A little more grey on some cars and a lot less on ours, 

Well not ours:

More the red faced guy with Popeye arms that runs at me as I get out.

He’s too quick for me, and madder, which I can never be, 

Kicking hard then stops when people start to stare, 

Cos suits have boundaries they’ll never cross.

But we have none, 

So I just pissed on him when the cop was yanking him around, 

And you start to laugh, like you didn’t think I’d do it.
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Don’t you know I’d do anything, say anything, if there’s a point to make, 

Even when I didn’t know what the fuck it means, 

Instinct’s good enough for me.

But why’d you have to kill yourself my love?

Leave me alone with no other course than follow you, 

I promised you I’d two heads full of schemes to melt.

But there’s weariness in your wide set eyes,

Logged it but nothing more than that

Til I was standing on the lip of the neat rectangle 

In which they think they’ll bury you

But I’d paid the funeral man every dollar I could borrow, 

So you were buried in the bush, at the lookout where you jumped.

My heart leaps when I hear the sound of a voice like yours, 

See a girl or boy with that fine hair, softer than it looks, 

I keep a locket, cos I’ve forgotten what you look like,

Yet now I can squeeze the hand of every lover discarded by their twin

Who took them places they’d never had the nerve to go alone,

Yet, with her at their side, became the rulers of their unkempt dominion.
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Sing of Love

Sing of love, 

Sweet, softly, with your Nightingale voice,

Sigh out your lust desires, for only me to hear,

And feel in you the ripple of passion, an animal awaken.

Each day we brush against each other’s hearts, 

Yours, it seems, unhindered,

Unaware of how this instant rules my waking

And confines my thoughts to you.

How often I feel alone, you far away,

It might be only in my mind

Yet at times it seems that oceans lie between us

As you sleep cradled in my arms.

Your voice indistinct, as if across a wide plained valley

As you whisper in my ear,

Your touch so faint 

As of the memory of a lost and distant parting.
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Yet there was a time when many islands separate us,

When the sounds that still my fears elude me,

Soft words spoken in your sleep, 

Your breath on my neck.

The beat of your heart against mine,

Your laughter, free, wicked, desire ridden,

And then to see you, sillouetted by the moon, 

As you dance for me, naked to the waist.

Countless are the times I wished we’d never met,

But love is unremitting, my heart’s fast,

So forget about tomorrow, when it’s wrong we’ll end it,

Til then take joy and sorrow as they come in equal measure.

But do forgive me now for what ever I might have done, 

Yet I have no regrets, 

Knowing that I hurt you the least that I was able,

My own desires are no matter, when contained by you.
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I wish you think like this of me, 

But we must all love in our own way:

Do you love me 

As I yearn to be loved?
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Nothing Matters

Nothing that we do in this life matters,

We’re thinking all along how we’re special, 

When in cosmic terms, 

Fuck, in any terms, we’re just a speck of dust!

Bet you thought we’re more than that,

Not on your fucking life, Cosmic Baby,

We’re nothing 

When the money’s being counted.

 

But if you’re a Speck why you’ll feel great!

For we’ve no need to prove to anyone 

How fucking “IT” we are, 

Cos Specks don’t have expectations.

Just snugged up against another Speck

And together we might be a nug of gold, 

Or then again:

A lump of shite!
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What do I do? 

I’m so gormless I wouldn’t know,

Tell me Cosmo when you’ve got the time,

I can wait, I’m just a Speck remember.

We’d always have some laughs for sure, 

Though no one would like us if we’re dog shit

Ooh the stink – imagine all those turned up noses!

But us no fuck all Specks, we’d just be pissing with our mates.

 

But what if we are that shiny nugget?

Girls all drooling, guys just wanting it for power, 

From us, the little specks of yellow

How foolish that such things can change a lifetime meant for good.

Turned to envy, greed and jealousy, 

For a Speck - what a fucking waste.

But we wouldn’t care, 

We’re just tipping back, just being a Speck: the audience of our influence.

Another time I’d be a Speck in space, 

My life a drifting loneliness across a timeless void,
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Seeing planets, why fucking Universes, come and go,

Everything that happened in the history of Man.

When Dinosaurs had roamed the Earth, 

And I was there when Jesus lied, 

And I know what really happened when Allah shed the blood of Infidels,

And Buddha got all his Answers.

What about a Speck of dynamite, 

The terror boys would love us,

Just light the fuse, step back and … 

Fuck …. we’re all Specks.

All One – no us, no them, 

So now there’s no one to pick a fight with,

Maybe that’s what they meant when someone said 

There’s times when good can only come from bad.

Or maybe I’d be a Speck upon her breast: now that’s my idea of heaven,

She’d touch me to excite herself, 

I’d hear her moaning fingers roaming 

Shit I’d be aching, and she’d be sweating.
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Me, your little Speck, 

I’d go wherever, do whatever, baby.

But remember, Specks don’t have to think

Not ma job, no worries me.

Once I’d been a Speck upon a moulding corpse, 

The worms on riot to get a taste of me, 

Then I was turned into something new, 

I’m LIFE.
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Texted

She said “No doubt you have found other truths 

But I wish you well”

By this I mean I love you

But I will deny it, 

For my heart's in disrepair.

He replied “Truth arises 

When a man and woman lie comfortable in their nakedness;

In her wetness and in his hardness, 

And their mutual fearlessness and honesty,

Joy comes with a light heart, and love enshrouds them.”

He knew they would not share this bliss, 

For she misunderstood him, 

And he did not trust himself,

And they were both afraid:

His past confused her, and he was wary of a woman so obtuse.
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She could be 

So many things he did not want, 

Surely would she distract him from his imagined future, 

So perfect in its emptiness, 

And so empty in its perfection.

“Well then,” 

(She breathed a sigh, 

Heavy with closely guarded meaning),

“May you find your truth, your joy and love,

Though it seems you have indeed already.”

She wanted him 

But like all lost girls

Needed impossible declarations by men 

Without imagination 

Or certainty of what they could commit to.

Thought she, I cannot throw my arms about his neck 

And look with passion in his eyes,
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For behind their warmth lies cold uncertainty and emptiness, 

Which I fear most 

For I am already alone and without comfort.

With my husband it was I cold and guilty, 

So karma turns the wheel and this becomes my story,

I merely chose your stage on which to out,

Perhaps you'll find some interest 

In such public exploration of my weakness.

Wrote he, “Yes I found this truth, 

And have known it many years,  

But now I find myself alone,

I seek to live it still, 

Without certainty of finding it again.”

“Our path lies littered with minefields 

Which will surely break us, 

And our tendered hearts, 

We will hurt me 

And where is the merit in that?”
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He wondered, 

Would she sense his distraction, 

His wariness and incomplete honesty:

He hoped she would not 

For he wished her so harmed, no harm.

“And I suppose I cannot help in any way?” She tendered timidly,

With this she lost me 

In the practicalities of motherhood, 

Which lacks the finesse to see beyond a brief emotion, 

And find the greater truth beneath.

“You sounded sad,” 

(As if sadness were a crime of indiscretion), 

“You sounded sad as you laid your heart bare 

And wished me turn it in my hands and speculate upon 

It's willingness to hide or climb.”

Should we not all feel a little sad? he thinks,

For only with sadness 

Do we know true compassion.
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To keep us mortal, should we not all feel a little lost 

And the world beyond our understanding.

“Yes I feel a little sad, but do not regret it, 

After all it's something common to us all,

So there's nothing to be done to save me,

But yes, come, share my bed: but bring a light heart”.

By this he meant a heart of love's veteran, 

Familiar with all it's mysteried landscapes,

“Come, let's seek enjoyment, not wisdom, 

You must expose yourself to me 

And I to you,” he taunted her.

But not from spite, more to elucidate his feelings for her, 

Or what he thought they might be, 

If there were no obstacle between desire and its expression.

But she could not, or would not, come,

“Another time then”, he responded,

Though how, by then, he wished to lie with her.
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Blind Man

HIM

They say you can pick it from their voice, or touch,

Fuck that, 

It’s not the same as seein the bitch 

With knickers down and panting for it.

The smell might be a blue turn on

So bury me up to me ear holes in her fish tub juices,

That’s when you don’t need eyes boy, 

It’s all touch and feelin.

What I’d do to see abandon on her face,

I’ll never tell you what I’d fucking do to see again,

That’s me, fuck I’m no use to any one, least of all meself,

A blind peg leg, the leaning fucking tower of Pisa.

Fuck it, crank up the music boys, this party getting tame on me,

The girls have all but left, and the booze is getting dry,

Wha’s my chances of a fuck tonight, I’d say feckin meagre, 

And since it’s me last, course I was hoping for a corker.
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But the corks are popped, 

And all who loved me hate me now,

Can’t blame them, given all I did,

Broke faith, lied, stole, beaten: the list goes on.

I hoped I’d get it right 

Before I ran out of reasons, 

And someone to fuck over.

But here I am in this fucking dead end bar, 

With no one I’d want to call a friend

If we wos the last johns on Gallipoli’s beaches, 

And the fuckin bastard Turks were making their last charge.

God she’s not a looker but she’s coming over any road,

Christ, it could be me night after all! 

The one to leave on then for sure, for as hell there wont be another,

Who’d want this old carcass? 

“Take you’re fucking hand off him!” 

Ah, a voice I’d recognise 

In the storm of all mother fuckers,

The old girl, where’d she find me?
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“Take me home love, I got pissed and pissed again, 

Me mind played tricks,”

A belt for luck, ah she’s a card! 

But love me, always.

See ya boys, 

Poor old bastards the lot of yer, 

Til next time the old waves short out on me.

I smell it before I feel the bottle crack across my face.

A fucking waste of some good liquor, 

Or is it blood? who gives a fuckin shite,

The auld one’ll sort me out, she will:

She will.

HER

Sort him out I would, 

What was the auld git playing at?

Those fuckin dark glasses again, 

Pretending he was blinded in the war.
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Fucks sake he never left the street,

Excepting when he had the run in with the law,

And he’s the eyes of a hawk, the cunt, 

He’d spot any chance across the market floor.

I tried his glasses on, 

Christ I thought I’d lost me hand! 

Fucks sake, 

I’ve no idea what it’s all about.

But he keeps me sane, and in the booze

When I can get the pension off him, 

Before he pisses it 

Or fucks some auld hoor.

Why he’d want them

When he has the oldest hoor on all the street I’ll never know,

But then I never know 

What makes any of the fuckers tick.

How many times they blubbed their stories out on me, a fiver down, 

Should have been a fucking counsellor and kept me clothes on,
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More fucking use I did them mind, 

With the gladdies off and legs waving up around their ears.

A good suck on their knob, 

Most the time that’s all they need, 

But the missus never had the rhythm or the touch, 

Or she didn’t like the taste of spunk.

Fuck its only salt you’d put on chips for dinner dear,

So they all lined up for me,

Me? I got it by the bucketful,

I fucking felt I’d drown in it at times.

Well I dragged him home, again, 

Begging all the way, 

I never touched him but he thinks he’s for a beating, 

And I don’t let on.

Let the cunt suffer, 

Like he’s made me,

He gets some twisted pleasure there 

Like those bastards all tied up in leather.
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Now that I never, never understood, 

Who’d want a beating on their privates?

And a dog chain round the neck. 

Sick I calls it!

Let them fuck me arse 

Or anywhere, 

But fuck me how well they paid

For the whip, or heel and chains. 

“Gave em what the suckers want”

That’d be my tombstone epitaph,

But what priest would let me near a church, 

Except that old cunt who loved to get it in his praying kit.

But I never loved a one of them,

You’re no different to all the rest, George, 

Why is it then that I love you so?

God would never answer that, though I’m still waiting.
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The Day’s Remain

How may I familiarize myself with death,

Yet still enjoy the day’s remain 

Without a saddened thought?

What can I do to ease the pain 

Of countless lonely miles to cross

As landscapes strive, and fail, to wake my eyes to beauty?

The while wheels turn on an endless treadmill leading nowhere,

This I face if so I choose it, 

along with thoughts of final endings.

How many memories will fill with peaceful thoughts of you,

Times we joined in silent contemplation, we two conspirators,

Of love and conversations of our souls.

Which cleared my fuddled thoughts, 

Transformed them to jewels of knowledge, 

Reflected through them feelings’ rainbows.
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How many photo moments shared, my compassionate friend?

How many tears you dried, how much pain assuaged, 

How often did I drift in to sleep whilst at your side?

Then let my heart and mind be open 

To an endless friendship 

Merely parted by an ocean’s distance.

The good things of life 

I gave to you with love

Can now sustain me in my loneliness.

And realize the fortune gained, 

Short yet richer 

Than a wealthy man’s entire estate.

Time lulled the notion of her death, 

Was I then a man 

Who passed some object daily without it’s observation?
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So I must have been a man 

Who closed his eyes

And feigned that he was blind.

May I avoid days replete with anger, fear or anguish,

Thoughts of missing you 

And what was left eternally undone.

Living in each moment would I sift the sands of time in morbid thought?

Yet amongst these jagged shards of sadness 

Lies the gift of universal love.

Despairing feelings crowd my new found wisdom,

Through meditation 

May I still my mind, as breaking waves along a shore

And still the teeming ants that cross the pages of my mind.

In this calmed peace 

Can I prepare myself 

To ease her death.
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And in so doing 

Think of her and not myself:

The surest antidote to self pity’s mire.
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The Giant

May the hoary headed Giant from distant hills be at your gate,

His fingers separate the studded door from its thick hinges,

And with this impediment removed may you now hear the cry

Of maidens screaming for their saviour, 

Be it God, their father, brother, lover or the Shaman.

This last a cry rung from the desperate lips of virgins, 

Long believing in their certain death, sought not life 

But retribution on the Giant, his spawn, and his most loved:

A curse to last until not one soul recalled this awful day.

Yet he persisted, unrepentant, 

Deaf to all their pleas,

With one blunt finger drawing out each girl singly,

To face her trial alone and unprotected.

One man, the noble father of the virgin girls, lay already dead,

His body shapeless, crushed within the Giant’s hand,

Blood dripping down his wrist like some sweet nectar,

He licked a drop, and laughing, claimed it a healthy vintage.
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After this no hero did emerge again to face his certain death,

The first girl he devoured, declaring her unfit to take his seed,

Her face of death fixed in a mask of terror, assuaged by relief,

Two more followed this same ugly fate.

Until at last remained but only two: 

Our defiant Virgins,

His fingers though long could not reach them, 

So began he wildly looking round for tools to force their exit.

But he need not have vexed himself,

For out walked they boldly, 

Hand in hand, faces pink and sweet,

Stood they before the surly giant, proud daughters two.

Then stripped all clothes from their ne’er sullied bodies,

He of course exclaimed delight, 

At their beauty, 

And their readiness to be defiled.

“You are wise young wenches, well brought to womanhood,

You serve your father well, and all the women of your worthless town,
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For I shall be sated by your charms, 

Knowing there is no beauty matched by thee.”

At which some young maidens failed to curb a jealous wish

To see the virgins suffer worse, 

For who was it to claim 

That only they wore beauty outward.

The giant spied one of these painted shrews, and so 

The smirk of derision 

Became set upon her face,

As he tore it from its rightful cradle.

Attention turned now full on this maiden pair, 

Not least from our Giant,

“We desire a word alone” one boldly cried, 

Her face all innocence.

And so, 

Out of earshot of the greedy masses, 

Did the girls propose a feast 

The Giant could not resist.
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They moved that he should take them both.

To a place of their choosing, which must be quiet and private,

Where he might have them at his pleasure,

Both or singly in whatever manner he desired. 

,

The beast was snared in heart and mind.

With alacrity he followed like a nose drawn bull,

His brain now free of thought, his member rampant,

Far beyond the young girls capacity, or so it seemed.

So down he lay, 

His member rigidly aloft,

Old hags later claimed they saw a tower rise 

Upon the west horizon.

Which at this wild day’s end

Fell in unison with the escaping sun,

Others said it was their wistful fancy: distant recollections

Of a dubious wished for youth that never tarried with the truth.

No one lived who saw the outcome of these maiden’s selfless gamble, 

Save those two Virgins, 
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And for reasons you’ll know soon enough, 

They never could reveal what passed that day.

Which turned to night three times before this story is concluded,

Search not from me the truth, 

For it lies within this pen,

My hand an instrument, not guide.

The girls began in unison predictably enough, 

And so the Giant was heard to moan, 

A cry deep within his throat,

You brought me to the edge of reason, woman.

You tipped me o’er the edge to my abandon, 

But fear me yet,

For yet may I crush you 

As I did your courageous father.

“Yet a deluded fool must he have been 

To claim your honour never tainted,

For you possess the hands and mouths of whores,

Expert in the wiles of love.
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Twin sirens at the gates

Of man’s elusive dream to find fulfilment in the laps

Of two girls both beautiful 

And know their craft, as only workers can.

Yet more do you possess:

Knowing your twin’s mind

Can you anticipate her thoughts and so heighten pleasure 

More than double fold, as I can testify.”

He lay recumbent in an orchard, trees tall and fruit abundant,

In a valley ten furlongs from the nearest village,

Back arched as if to breaking, he cried long and loudly,

As the girl’s performance surpassed each one before.

Tears sprung to his eyes as he recalled those wasted, misspent years,

In singular obsession with a simple wench whose only claim

Lay in the mounds protruding from her chest,

Yet how long he ploughed that sweet and tender valley.

And too the cleft beneath:

Her sighs and kisses more than enough 
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To bring him to conclusion in a hasty minute,

Should he have not bed her for a day, or two at most.

But these two lovelies with their pliant wrists, 

That worked his member with the sweetest touch,

Their tongues seemed multiplied a thousand fold,

His senses overloaded, his whole body groaning in ecstasy.

Yet still they did not let him 

Launch his seed upon the unsuspecting throng, 

Nor reach that magic moment all men crave, 

That exquisite feeling of release.

Their touch, the licking, sucking, 

Biting, pinching, probing,

All ceased in an instant, 

And so it all began anew.

The girls seemed tireless, yet the giant wearied,

Of this taking to the brink, time and again,

He sought explosion, sure to drown the girls

And their entire village too. 
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But they declined, with pretty smiles and promises

Which each time delivered more than he imagined possible.

The girls ne’re slept, 

But sought sustenance from a nearby brook.

And the sweet fruit from the orchard 

Which by chance, or not, 

Belonged to their now departed father,

Whom they had promised jointly to avenge.

Thus it appeared the day arrived of their plan’s conclusion,

The Giant lay in fog oblivion - dream and reality now as one,

He was abandoned to these angels of the haystack,

He lay unprotected, at their mercy’s hand.

Blood long drained from every organ 

To one now throbbing, glisten headed tool, 

Grown beyond recall of even the most blatant lying hag

Who claimed it puny side by the man that took her maidenhead.

The children jeered 

It must have been the village idiot’s,
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For he was prodigiously endowed, 

And bore the smile of one forever sated, 

Since young girls, now wedded mothers,

Had long practiced on his member, 

To his, to theirs 

And to their future husband’s deep content.

As his cock pulsed, 

A life now it seemed separate to the giant’s own,

The girl’s at last revealed their hand, 

For the evidence was later clear for all to see.

Their brother, gone to far estates, was to return this very day,

Renown was he, an axe man fast and true, 

Deliberate in the wielding of his tool of trade,

That shining axe blade, sharp enough to cut a damsels’ locks.

He would travel on this roadway homeward, 

The girls were sure of this, if nothing else, 

For before he left had he promised their dear father that he’d cut 

The dead and dying trees throughout the orchard.
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And sure enough at the expected hour 

Did he walk unknowingly into this Glade of Shame, 

Stunned, he saw his sisters beckon,

And the Giant, now in delirium, begging for release.

The boy was also quick of thought, 

So with but the merest guidance from his elder sisters

Did he rush forth, axe raised high above his head,

Then plunged it at the root of that ogre’s infamy.

The giant had his wish to drown the village in his fluids,

Yet its colour was of an altogether different hue,

Deep red and glutinous, 

It spurted over him as everyone.

At first he cried with joy, 

Thinking that his orgasm had at last been reached,

But the sticky fluid 

Tasted not of salt but iron.

One might imagine that the story ended here, 

But this story is of a man, 
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And two women, 

So there’s no neatly parcelled ending that we might all guess.

For the two young wenches had in time 

Become enamoured of the Giant,

One might say love 

Had raised its blinkered, deaf eared head.

So he lived for many days, 

To gorge upon these pert beauties,

They willing servants at the alter of his soon recovered manhood,

Forever pregnant with the giant’s ugly offspring.

Yet how they conclude this miracle of procreation

I, simple man, shall never comprehend.

Though I see young maidens twitter, behind their little hands,

And eyes glance meaningfully this way and that.

So there is one more secret women mount 

Upon the sagging wall of their deceit of men, 

Which only ignorants 

And fools like us would ever bear.
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Whilst our erstwhile villain lives in daily rapture, 

Redolent in the subtle arts the girls prescribe, 

Or to the fertile valleys 

Of his peasant girl when simpler fare he craves.

All around now live in harmony, 

We hear of this with tears of envy springing to our eyes,

For never more shall we sip at the cup of such pleasures, 

Thirsty prisoners of our wives misandristic cell.
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The Splintered Glass

I’m stood up here cos I’m always on the outside,

So yeah I’m the splintered glass that never fits,

And the unexploded bomb 

With a second on the clock.

We’re the creed that no one understands, 

And the Prophet no one wants to hear,

And yeah, we’re he romantic lover, when all the girls just want a fuck,

But we’re the real deal when there’s only little boys around.

We’re the crime we won’t confess, and the goodness we can’t admit,

So yeah, I’m the killers gun that blows up on his face,

And the orphan kid that got too old at five, 

And doesn’t have what every parent wants.

I’m the one that pissed you off, and still borned your dreams,

So yeah, I’m the 60 K sign on the straight line road - no car in sight, 

The pothole which broke the axle as the speedo touched one twenty,

And yeah, I’m the cop that caught you.
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But You, 

You’re the lorikeet that never leaves it’s dying partner,

The herd of horses roaming free across the broad savannah,

And the fish that swims all the oceans to seek it’s mate.

You’re the gorgeous scent of flowers I never planted, 

And the open cage, with the sound of bird song in the distance,

The day my daughter launched herself upon the world,

And those infrequent days when I forget she doesn’t love me anymore.

You’re the wild animal that runs to me for safety, 

And sometimes bites me when I pick her up,

An all day pass to the fun fair that whips up into my hand, 

And I’m first on the best ride, and last on the one that never stops.

You’re sailing when the wind blows lazy, 

Then roars up to a storm,

The day I wish I’d live for ever, 

But only if you’re there beside me.
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The time the Bikkie kissed me, then denied it, 

And when I did everything bang on, and everybody noticed.

Cos you’re the best I’ll ever be: 

Darling you’re the best I’ll ever be.
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A Street Beggar

You gripped my hand,

As only children will when too afraid for brazen cockiness,

I couldn’t prise my fingers free.

Me, twice your size, and twice your strength,

But you have the power of desperation, 

And me the weakness of complacency.

So I had to look in your eyes, at all that I was afraid to face,

Of what I would sometimes, in days of weakness, 

Pretend does not exist, least of all for children.

And you, why you were not the slick professional beggar 

Well versed in teasing out the guilt 

And soft wishes of the indulgent tourist.

Salving short lived consciences.

No, you out of control, 

Dendrite zinging round your head.
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Already lost, turmoiled long before the glue 

Had dulled your senses, 

And sent you spinning down the street.

A string pulled puppet, 

Your glazed eyes pleading 

For something neither you nor I could grasp.
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Time stands still

Time stands still around us, 

As life runs its frantic pace,

You an arabesque statue:

Slow motion waterfalls.

Each drop takes pregnant seconds to splash on your naked shoulder,

And lick the long contours of your body like a lover,

A Spanish lover.

Jealous I clothe you.

Time stands still as lightening strobes,

Staccato glimpses of you,

The glint of a smile, 

As you cavort, naked in the rain, in love.

Complete, 

And yet you crave the lust of every man.

Lips touch, sending sparks in a halo round your head,

And reflects in your eyes as they crease in smile.
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Your skin glistens,

Sweat never tasted like this before,

And the slightest movement of your fingers’ tips 

Mainlines me on that elusive powder.

Sends bolts of passion through me:

Mainlines me on that elusive powder.

Your whispered words slide love’s arms about me:

Slide your arms about me, Love.

Time stands still as we dance and spin and you cling to me,

Then you rest your head on my shoulder,

Our eyes still, glazed, looking outside the present,

To the past for you, and me as always looking forward.

Time stands still as your lips part to say words that never needed saying,

Because I felt them, here and here,

(He pointed to his head then rested hand where he imagined heart: 

Beat, beat, beat).

Words would only crush our feeling’s fervour, 

And somehow, crystallising into text trites everything,
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Left merely felt, our feelings are untethered, 

Embryonic, uninhibited, instinctive.

Possibilities an uncharted river, 

Down which we explorers merely run the tide,

The landscape of our passion is unbounded, 

Our passion is unbounded

When time stands still around us.
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Your body is not young

Your body is not young, your limbs are weak,

It sags, and ripples when you move,

Your hair is lustreless and streaked with grey,

Your skin is lined and blemished, 

But it is your body, and I love it so.

I see young girls, with bodies lithe and strong,

Her hair jet black, offset by eyes of jade,

Skin that glows, and muscles taughten nonchalantly, 

Stomach packed, breasts firm and pert, everything in place,

But it is not your body, so I could never love it. 

And as you lie beneath me, I see only you,

Your legs imprison me, your eyes draw me to your heart,

Your smile envelopes me, it guides me homeward,

Your body is the hearth at which I’ll lie content,

Love is bliss, love is comfort, love is infinite.
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Now your body lies languid, 

Sated:

Your mind drifts across all possibilities,

Love still clings to our bodies, 

The last remnants of an ocean.

 

Your smile deflects all fears, all distractions,

Consumed by the kisses raining down upon me, 

Over my body, my closed eyes, 

I cannot separate each touch of your lips: 

Soft, smooth.

And your laughter deep, 

Reverberates through me,

Days later I still hear its echo,

Your voice, sensual, almost silent.

But I’ve no need to strain to hear it,

It is not words that drive my passion, 

They are not the meaning.
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Cigarette

Smoke drifts on the morning air;

The ash pause from falling

As your coffin lowered in the hard, cold soil,

They cover you, 

The unkempt grass and wild flowers:

Sorry babe, they never brighted up the place.

For a trip the toke lights up your face, 

Against the dark backdrop of the Frangipani tree,

Babe, the flame won’t never cauterize your feelings:

Life passed by in smoke hazed,

Chokin, yeller breath and rotting teeth - 

You ever kiss your man when like that?

Babe, I don’t recall a lidded look 

And half hid smile that's his for keeps.

Just you hunched over the mile long drag:

Cheeks hollowed, features wrinkled – 

Aged in the time it takes from light to stub.
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Pull another from the packet babe: 

The crumpled Magic Box, 

With the warning you don’t take no care of - 

Fag shortens by the death wish drag, 

For that less than second hit.

Another stagnant, empty pause,

Nothing beating to convince me there’s life:

You turned inward,

The flowed over ash tray

The discarded butts of loves, dreams, and endings.

Wasted years: dragging on the sponge tipped stick,

The fool you look as the tip sparks a red,

When it should be you burned with indignation,

At least you’d be something then,

And I could speak of you with pride come easy:

But fight spilled out of you with the falling ash.

Less years of this don’t seem so bad right now,

But what if you had everything to live for?

But you never could, with the choices you always makin,
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The match sticks coiled and twisted - 

The turns you made to ‘scape yourself.

Was death revenge upon yourself? 

Or on your unborn child who had to suck it in, 

If they wanted to. Or not?

Cigarette, she suck on you like cock:

But there’s no sweet juice to lick from lips,

Cigarette, strewn bodies in a Slavic grave:

You don’t care, but think of alls of us that do!

Cigarette, broken: dried flakes the leaves of your unlit lives:

The years that didn’t happen cos you died too soon,

Cigarette, companion to my thoughts:

Sometime distraction - sometimes muse.

Seem you primping like you wanna look good, 

Though how anyone look cool 

With a white stick on fire pokin out their mouth:

I guess I'll never know.
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Dot : Life

Great to be alive - shit and smell it!

Fuck and feel the ecstasy in every nerve,

Some cocktail make it movie set

Never thought how moreish it could get,

Too good - we’d give up everything 

To feel the rising cum

In every atom of the flesh.

Boppin to a head zone, 

Before the tree, ablaze all Blare Pink

Paint it - just look fake; but I saw it,

My senses heighten 

To each nuance of my LovePain/LostHeart, 

Yeaah this is comfort - 

Know beyond the black.

Alone along the beach, 

Spyin all those blazing Bondi Babes, 

Nothing on or in their minds,

Distracted by the endless trail :

Toned up 

Oiled up 

Browned up.

But the waves beckon, white crest foamin,

Tinted by the yellow neck breaker,
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Swim down, down from the sea/sky demark,

Gaze up, dream lost: swiftly flapping limbs.

Hands draw a scar across the sliding face,

Disintegrate, cascades of white,

Popping mouth; bubble form; rising,

Break the glass blue surface of my mind.

The crashing waves and death wish undertow,

Like some mermaid, too lazy to impress,

She drag you by the legs, 

Resisting til the air gone zip,

You’re hers,  cos we've all got weapons,

Ever, ever, ever.

Off again I'm dreaming,

Endless shimmers never stop,

Reflections; lay upon layer, 

Make the bland thing mesmerize,

Pink and card pack crumble coral,

Bed a child could snuck up on,

Lazy seaweed, 

Drifting this way that, 

Swimming deeper - yeah, lungs of steel baby!

The colors a Fade to Grey, 

Fall asleep if this were where I live

No wonder sharks look bored, and pissed,
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Even when I saw one I’m like

No Shit, dude - 

Like living in a city full of killers.

Give us time to flee to air 

The throbbing metal coffin,

Back to land and steady beat, beat safety,

Still lawns, 

Brown trunk necks exposed, defiant,

Stoic, silent dying, I feel your spirit leaving,

And I cry - 

Inside 

As always.
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Where I am from

Where I am from I know a wall, 

Its colour any time of year, its warmth on any given day,

it lies past the village well; women washing clothes, 

As every day collecting water for the toil of day, 

Preparing for the combat of the night,

Oh! spare this body from its futile pain.

Talk, of the unfolding day, 

And thoughts upmost in our minds,

Of deaths long past, 

Wrongs we failed to right, blind fakirs,

But smiles return when we think of the foolish things we saw,

By ourselves or some clown, the flameout centre of attraction.

And it was the same this year past, 

I walked this road, saw a farmer beat his cow, 

And there he is again, 

A stuck expression on his face, thwart dreams fuelled, 

His son cowered; 

Ignorant of a meaner world.
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A place where dreams are shattered,

Not this imperceptible abandon as a toy unwinds its coil,

Where death meets us at the door this day, unbidden,

Barely time to reflect upon our dreams now dirt bound,

Trodden unintentionally by my companions,

Fellow travellers on this well worn road.

Home,

Here I know my place, my worth, rocklike,

Our strength's a broad estate,

Unassailed by the raucous laughter of the city bummers,

Their home which ever corner finds them resting 

As the sun goes down.

A bottle in their hands,

How like a baby we return 

When life turns hard against us,

Could I abuse them, 

Make their life more bitter?

Even when they ridicule my clothes, my speech.
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In our village are we not all like me? 

So their words float past me as a river to the sea of thoughtless meaning,

If we wished, together, we could beat anyone,

And would if our joint needs be,

Hesitation never caught us when it really mattered,

So in the city I walk proud, ambassador for all my people.

And imagine, once home, 

Sitting round the fire, 

Faces toward me turned, 

Expectant, nervous young at our feet, 

Bold a second later, once we’d laughed and they knew it safe, 

As I recounted sorties.

About the place out there which turns upon a different axis, 

But could as well be gone, 

A pyromanic blaze implode,

For all the difference it made to the turning of our world,

This life we’ve led since the mists parted, 

And will lead, long past my death.
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The world beyond the village bounds matters not to me,

As a tourniquet upon an arm, 

This extremity might gangrene,

But it makes no difference to the pumping 

Of the heart 

That drip feeds life and breath to us.

So when she’d no money, 

Her husband not long dead, 

And mouths yet to feed, 

We will work – 

A day, a week, or more,  

Until she has a room filled to the roof with yellow corn.

A bridge across poverty 

Which all of us must make,

She repaid the unspoken debt 

With toil for months on,

We each knew our duty, 

As if the head man had commanded us.
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Unspoken it was nulled one dark day in May,

As rains fell, as in May they always do,

The rivers flood, streams formed, clothes drenched, the children play, 

Rafts disintegrate on rocks, bodies flung waterward,

Or onto muddy banks, 

With cries of laughter; cries of pain.

Sounding little different 

To my own voice when I too built a raft, 

Crashed it on those same rocks, 

Where the blood of my friend 

Painted those indifferent rocks a vivid red,

As life pulsed slowly out of him.

It didn’t stop us playing, 

We soon forgot, not him, but danger,

Our children never heard his name, unless they too bled,

Then we were reminded, and we talked of him, 

He lived again  - 

A short while as we recount his exploits.
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Recalled the things he said, profound and cruel,

Speculated what he might have done with life,

Which girl he might have taken as his wife,

What kind of man would he become, 

And what connected us to him 

And all within this village.

For are we not all parts of a body larger than ourselves?

Would I not suffer if my hand lay useless at the wrist, 

Could no longer feed my mouth;

Defend myself, or earn a livelihood, 

Would we not then protect 

And accommodate such weakness?

In the same way must we defend our weaker brethren from assault,

Nurture those that fall to sickness, 

Or betray us out of cowardice,

Care for young and old alike, be they family or not,

Understand the weakness in us, 

And how best to mask it. 
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My house, my father’s house, from the year it was complete,

It is hearth, the village sanctuary; the rest, who cares!

I work in a field and I know the texture of the soil,

What it will grow, where weeds will form,

Where the plough will break it’s blade 

On the rocks with purple streaks.

And which other fields I will labour through my working years,

For myself or neighbour 

Who has struggled side by me,

To toil and bear fruit from this patch is our obligation,

As it was and will be, 

Until one of us gives in.

I am every person in this town, 

That ever was, 

Or will be,

Aware of all their weakness, dreams and fears, 

What makes them laugh, 

And cry when they hear a certain sound.
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Why on a day in late December 

They will drink until the next day brushes over them,

Why the man we call the strongest walks head bowed, 

And his wife not show here face for days thereafter,

We know each other’s shame and glory, 

And we bear them both.

I carry myself with the strength of all my people in me,

It makes us invincible against a single man lost in the city,

He was drawn from a place like ours, 

But now the bonds lie tattered,

At first he yelled for joy at the freedom of no past

Or duties mounting as a debt if left undone.

But now he walks alone, haunted by unseen spectres,

Eyes seek connection with any wandering stranger,

Up against another man he is merely arms and legs 

And whatever courage he can foster,

He may pass a million people, 

Yet never see familiar faces.
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He'll hear a voice that triggers memories 

Rewinding him to that security he once had, 

His work now - just that, 

With no personal meaning to it,

And he no part 

Of some design we understand instinctively.

How will this city man find love that lasts his lifetime,

That gives him peace, and makes him greater than himself, 

How can he, if he knows not where she is from,

Her family, her land and what it means to her,

Her hopes and needs, 

A deep resourceful current.

No, he could not,

He’ll merely get a glimpse 

And pile on assumptions,

So she drifts further from who he thinks she is,

What can the outcome be of this misunderstanding

That breaches wider every day?
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Men – ft. Nita

Forgive their straying hearts – they are but men.

Free from the ties of hindering love 

He might be a sturdy oak,

Commanding - bravely shelters all around him.

Or a flame tree - 

Shocking colors of defiance,

Branches snapping without warning - 

A passionate disgrace.

He stands alone, 

Free from the snares and grind

Of ritual and obligation,

In this way men love - 

Would that we women knew this to our hearts.

Certain of their love’s felicity

We’ll grow upon rich soil,

Clouds dissolve on all horizons, 

Jealous fears seem foolish.

Suppress their dreams

And they’re cast down, 

Mud spattered, 

Battle wearied, 
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Sapped of all great passions,

Made lazy - 

A sleepy dog short chained.

For what is a man without his dreams? 

They are the feed of his perfection,

Trials to test his essence,

To win or fail - without regret or rancour.

The dream will fill his mind - drown out all else,

Forgets the lessons past - 

That would constrain us.

 

Risks that race their hearts - 

Rush down a breaking wave;

Break free the mud 

That slows their flying hooves.

Upon a racing thoroughbred

His minds can leap each task,

Thwarting cares all fall asunder: 

Stride On!

Don’t falter from the rocky, blood-strewn road

To miss discomfort, 

It is the essence of his learning,

He knows it is the one for him.
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For, leave The Way,

And life’s confusion - 

His dream forgotten, 

Lost in despair’s labyrinth,

Filled with hate for the one he loves,

Yet there’s no-one else to blame,

For only he decides the road he takes.

And If his heart is pure 

At the end of life, 

May he say that he’s done well,

May he call himself a man.

And If his heart is pure 

At the end of life, 

May he say that he’s done well,

May he call himself a man.
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To the Wall

want you.

we're talking - 
walls pinned
heads pulled -
Back.

lips parted,
a gash red - 
moist
glisten.
tongue darts - 
catch me.

The Black Cave - 
lost
in you.

silent groans
neck stretch
legs spread
a wish - 
to anything I want.

the scream silenced :
Hand over Mouth.

a hand
There.

The Heat of you
white, throbbing
fingers slick slide
dress where?

Suck on meat
breath sweet: Lips soft
don't stop
Ever

breasts flattened
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press you
To the Wall.

frantic limbs
nails grip
flesh parted
sweat
Push, Push
Cock:
In.

a White Neck Invite.
tense
tender

teeth.
rip
bruise.

Beast Out, roaming over you,
scar a rope of beads all way round
around

plead
for It!

beg

desire.

deliver.

legs buckle
hold :
you

fuck :
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You.

Death. a beat to endless time.
Beat
Beat
Beat

Recall.

Life.

cock slow jerks - 
a memory.
gash filled; overflowing.
thighs drippin
legs shakin - 
an echo.
Ass Red - 
The Pain Pulse

enfold you - 
heads rest
on still heaving shoulders.

Beast Caged now

eyes lock:
smiles
widen.

look up
hand reach out
hesitate:
“. . . Can I touch your face?”
make I cry
inside
as always
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When you loved Me

I came alive when you loved me,

I died when you left me,

For the few short weeks we loved  - I lived.

In him I found all I sought in a man,

In me he found himself,

And in us we found meaning – love WAS the meaning.

I desired his arms about me, 

His lips on mine,

The smell of him - a shroud about me.

Though it is from him I need escape,

We were lanced - the stake driven deep,

The very instant of our meeting.

Doomed for all our multitude of lives - 

Since the moment any woman is snared

He is doomed.
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Here beside me

For me it was enough to love you,

The good, but mostly bad,

For in loving you I forget myself

And the mires in which I drown each day.

Yet the more I loved 

Pain, derived from life in you,

Grew as a cancer ,

Until misery became my being.

With love’s ending I am a ghost,

And the ghost must find another home to haunt,

I must another seek to offer me the same,

I know no other way to love and live.
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Old Age

What do I know of bodies ancient 

And their wilful sagging?

What respite can I bring to suffering of failing limbs.

The weakened pulse and wrinkled skin, 

Which all reveal 

The true extent of our mortality?

Our time is soon to be complete; 

Few sensuous delights remain,

Make then the most of shrinking remnants.

Once a pile of gaudy coloured clothes in which we revelled long,

Now mere scraps of faded garments long forgotten,

Reminding us of pleasures once we owned.

Slough off this body like a brittle snake skin,

Oh how I wish it could be so!

I’ve energy and will enough to share.
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But what fool am I to dupe myself!

Does not my body curl as dying leaves, 

Hunching over sepia memories.

I wrack my mind, give wings to my imagination,

But still the blankest future beckons,

There’s no young blood to lust for.

No pleasure we could gorge upon,

No thrill to grip in strong embrace,

No laughter to be heard within this failing trunk.

I feel my hand weakened on the grip of life,

Slaked with a thirst for death,

Suicide seems but the loser’s course.

An act in times past I would disparage,

Yet sometimes now 

The shoes would seem to fit.
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Are we not just a beacon’s warnings?

By our withering to immobility does not life have

More colour and excitement for our youth in lazy play?

Yet is not life now on a more expansive plane,

Unsullied and untroubled 

By the vagaries of daily toil?

Then fathom what we can of the unknowable,

And come to gentle terms 

With all we did, or did not.

For we are soon recalled 

To the unbroken chain of our eternal being,

Escaped from for an instant to this wondrous interlude called life.

Our true existence is a sea of breaking waves,

Which drift again, again, to shore,

Yet there is no ending within their crashing.
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Their essence merely filters back to sea, 

To form again a different wave,

This endless cycle is our being, with death a brief implosion. 

Old Age is for the unwinding of the clock,

A gentle fall to timelessness,

The discarding of a body once so closely treasured,

The abandonment of ego, for what is there to laud?

The shattering of mirrors, 

fooling no-one who we really are,

The passing on of hard found wisdom,

The giving up of friends and loved possessions.

Then rid me of this rusted armour!

For there will be no shadows wither I can hide,

All masks will crumble but to dust,

No legs to carry me to safe hermitage.

So, square facing life, and death, 

Shorn of all delusion,

Let it not fear me,

For would I be here if unprepared to face it?
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Real Drastic

Change is the life that surround us

All comfort strip away

Real thorns 

Real cage

Real drastic

Fit you into straits

Brush me feathers tied to bruise 

Breath fog horns in my ear

Enshroud me 

In a cloud

Safe, cotton candy, 

Embalm, 

For ever,

Real drastic

Pinch her ass; 

Start talking

Or slap fool for love

Torque it up and skip the beat
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Skip here - into my arms, 

My dear,

Feel change

Breed change

Real drastic

Crash through

Glass shatter

Blood 

Splash

Dash

Real Drastic

Fashion interrupted 

An intersect

Brief

Fast time 

Cars whine

Light time, 

Cool breeze

In Looking
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Slide a swerve

Real drastic

Shed a layer, 

Say your prayer,

Merry go round - around

Speed junkie

Spin faster

Love strain

To contain

Real drastic

Shear waves

Brain dead

Real life - 

Naked eye 

No buy

Tiger claw

Blood gore

Real drastic

Pale shimmers blue   
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Matrix layers 

Yellow on yellow

Beat description

Light white

Hot Red

Real drastic.

Paper lives

Slip through

Float

Away; 

Away, away   

Catch a future fast

Beast Easy 

Hard meaning 

Real drastic.

Heal

Deal 

Seal

An end….
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Vishnu

I an image of you doing your thing, 

Your Marcel Marceau,

And Vishnu standing on the table watching out,

Mouth agape, eyes all round, and hopping ‘bout.

And then he gets it; man he falls apart,

There, you’re towering up a world

Your hands working overtime, 

Yeah it’s coming - see it?

Blind to everyone but you and him.

Creased up 

He puts his head straight through 

He - got clapping hands, 

He - wanting more, more, more.

But then the picture slid, and shattered as it hit the floor,

Now it’s just a pile of broken wishes,

Since you said “maybe”, 

In a voice which meant “No. Never”.
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Thoughts of You

My heart softened at the thought of you,

I want to hear the laughter in your voice, 

But courage runs a marathon.

Stranded with a phone in hand,

What did we talk about? 

Do you recall?

My heart began to harden as you fought relentlessly, 

Though I’d already said “You win!” 

And meant it.

But then I saw the fear that rose unbidden in your eyes,

From what happened in your past 

Before I could have hurt you.

Yet I am the possibility of wounding, 

Potential snake, thin cheater, slick ass bullshit man,

We’re always all of those.
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Whilst you’ve the ashes of burned love to fling at us,

And a tirade of faults, ours, 

Or from the history book of women’s martyrdom.

You never could rest upon the comfort of all we grew,

When the bed begins to feel like roses, 

There you go and want to change it all again.

Lumps reform, around which both of us must skirt,

Always wanting it to change to preening cats, 

Perfect, languid, leather clad, sheening, aware.

Whilst I’d always be the splintered glass that never fits,

Except in my wild flower garden, 

Sleeping naked, any time of day.

My heart ice 

But then I’d see you and it thaws, 

Until you cruel me once again.
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Me sucker punched, believing in Love Will Out,

Waried of your self wreaked wrath that flickers flameward 

That I know can only burn or peel my flesh.

Yet what’s the use of being across the hills,

Or so protected 

That we’d barely feel the pleasure seconds?

Try to dupe myself this love's not the ghost of something stillborn,

We both wanting life breathed into it's limp carcass, 

Was it any easier for you?

Who'd be your Faultless Man? 

Who’d make it all, all right?
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Lips for Giving Head

She knows that some poor girl will 

Have those self same lips 

She says please and thank you with

Wrapped around his cock.

The same lips she kissed her daddy with on birthdays,

He, dear old doting fool, 

Still seeing her in pretty skirts and barely talking,

If he could see her now:

Skirt around her ears, and morning breaking.

The same lips that spoke of loyalty, and trust,

And kissed the girlfriend

While confiding her most trifling thoughts - 

Then shagged the boyfriend in her bed.

The same lips that made such promises that only angels keep,

Then sucked the life from parade grounds full of ardent boys,

But she could justify it all, as only women can,

How we love you / hate you / can’t do without you darlings.
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The same lips that one day crack their dying breath,

Just before a smile would pass her lips 

As she recalled the boys she had, 

And could have had, but wanted them forlorn instead.

Which is better girls? we’ll never know,

Our cocks just take a running jump 

At anyone that spreads a thigh,

And grateful for the invitation to the only show in town.

She’ll never feel the fire between her legs again,

Or see the look of ecstasy, 

His face as melting wax,

And feel his body shake to breaking.

In her control, 

At her fingers’ wishes,

As it throbbed and jumped, 

And he begged silently for more.
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Mother Lonely

The woman struggled with the bags, in the crowded desert of the lonely,

For her husband walked from her, with another woman in his arms,

Just before she’d told him he would soon be father to a boy.

He hesitated at the door, the thought intrigued him 

Could he raise a boy to manhood?

Help him find courage, teach him to dream of impossibilities.

When to be humble, and guard his independence well?

But he looked her at her appealing face, 

And knew it was not for him, at least with her.

And so she always walks alone, determined in her solitude,

For what man would want a woman sullied by a past embodied in a child,

A child with feelings, rages; complications.

Obstinate rebellion in this boy’s unspoken heart,

No one is good enough to be my father, 

No one can love me as my father loves me.
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She would fail the boy in every way, 

And he would store each one, 

A debt to be repaid with hate.

And because she saw his father’s face in him, tight with anger, 

She faced his retribution every day, 

In his eyes and - one day - in his voice as well.

It would destroy her, for she loved the father still, 

And could not blame him 

For the trap she sprang on him one desperate day.

When she felt too weak to take up life’s daily struggle on her own,

So she convinced herself she was unworthy of him, 

Or any man.

Which called for subterfuge, 

Now alone 

She is a warrior in the army of all single mothers.
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She would pay no heed to the boy today, 

In punishment for reminding her of that man she loved,

Ignore him when he cried with pain.

And deride him in front of friends

She would make him small, and hopeless,

While she wrapped herself in resented compromise.

While she wraps herself In resented compromise

While she begrudges him life,

Was this their best potential, or nadir of their failure?

Yet the boy could not hate her, however hard he tried,

Whatever infamy, however feeble or malicious she had been,

He knew she did her best, he knew it in his heart.

Could not escape this knowledge - 

Lacking strength and wisdom to relieve her,

What could he do but love her?
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To 

Be 

Recorded
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Trample Kids….

I’ll trample on the kids and watch them scatter,

Chooks in all directions, squawking, hopping,

Run to mother blubbing, 

Don’t mind me, I’m just your da - with feelings too.

You little bastard have a thought for me,

They never will, but don’t blame them yet,

They’re free to love and fight,

An open face all wanting answers.

Let’s have it then, 

Your best shot - defeat me!

Christ they get you every time.

Who knows the answer any road?

The worry is they’ll never need to know it,

Except how much it costs to buy a bag o' chips,

I’d like to know, and they should too,

But school’s for wasting, time, or any other thing that matters.
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Its just there to make them little clones, drones, cone-heads,

And when they’ve flown, an empty head is all they’ll have to show, 

A bag o' chips is all they’ll ever get to eat.

The jobs, they’re scarce and brains they’ve none for work.

All filled with crap they’ll never use,

Two hundred years ago, with money in their pockets, maybe,

To fart and fuck around and talk in riddles 

To amuse, confuse the inbred Lords.

But its no use to my trudging offspring,

No pretty pirouettes and graceful bows for them,

It’s a kick up the arse and out these wailing walls,

Get on your bike and make a quid or die.

In a factory, machine life, 

Your pinnacle a thousand widgets turned out by your labour, 

We’d not wasted dreaming, you’re just a cog in someone’s wheel,

Better times were then when we were left alone.

Peasants, to drink and fuck and die in golden fields,

As the sun shone upon us, 
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And we worked with purpose and a native wisdom.

But the fields are gone, replaced with brick and iron.

A noisy tomb, we’re all a living carcase, no purpose, no meaning, 

Surviving when there’s little reason to, 

But we trudged on, as the days got longer, 

And our bodies failed us: “Why?” seems the only thing worth asking.

A chance escape from that life might seem like paradise,

To where the poncy boys are wasting lives, 

Trying to make a pile of nothing, that they’d worship half a lifetime til

One fine day they’ll see it as it always was.

When rose tinted Gucchi’s couldn’t hide it any more,

Then they’d wish they’d spent their time with us,

At least we fucked like dogs, and have no money worries,

For we’ve no money and we never will.

Yey, don’t start on that soul stuff on me again all right! 

Where’s the point in that old crock of shit?

It don’t buy a pint 

Or let me shag a blonde.
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Yes right now I’d feel much better 

if my head and heart stopped kicking,

But when I’m dead I’m gone, 

Til then it’s fucking Dog eat Dog!
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The Painter

He saved us, 

As we looked out upon a snaring wind that clattered down the windows,

In the rearing waves,  tumbling bodies and screaming kids,

Ice creams sprinkled with the finest sand, all gritty on the teeth.

The Painter spread his arms wide, “welcome to my world” he said,

Unbroken green of rolling fields, a tree dropped artistically just so,

A house sits haughtily upon a rise or fatly in a hollow,

Dots of black munch grass: one arches as it shits a stream of brown.

Hills steepened secretly, deceptively, 

Inviting effort to surmount the final crest,

The sun, molten lava spread over head and shoulders

Drools down our backs.

We dart like nervy fish, to each shadow’s haven,

Singing hedges, full of warblers, 

Imitate the screech of brakes 

Slamming as we hit a lurking hairpin.
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The throbbing heat 

Reflected off the deep red earth 

Packed to form a snaking scar 

Across the distant hills.

So fuckin slow! 

Enough to count the spokes,

Christ even Grandpa’d beat us, 

On a good day with his meal in sight.

But finally! Shrilling down a hill, earned by those leg shagging climbs,

Drinks all round we cried! 

The waitress’ smile then faded to derision, 

At our overfilled city slicker’s indecision.

He painted tall eucalypts straining sunward,

Competing for the merest shaded ray of light,

The subtle browns of sturdy trunks, and fallen leaves, 

The colour of the dead.

Lazy palms spread across the lower canopy,

Giant ferns cast green tinged light upon a pausing Frilly,
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Their burnt brown tips mottled like the aged sun seekers 

Left behind on beaches we deserted.

Filled with boredom, wanting something new:

Another master piece, 

Singular, bared with a flourish, 

Lumbering rollers indifferent to their destructiveness.

Whilst we stood upon the peak, 

The lighthouse at our backs,

Solid, white, immovable:

Man versus nature, in the shape of something squat and ugly,

Up here we’d nearly overbalance onto 

Rocks that glisten threateningly, 

Like leathered bikkies smiling warning 

Through nicotine stained stumps of yellow orange.

The green breasted thrush 

Stands for a moment on the fallen log,

His songs mingle with our chatter,

The waterfall tumbles unabated whether we ooh or ah! 
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And wonder what kind of death the boy endured, 

When he fell so many fathoms,

He nothing more than pulpy smudges 

When they found him on the neatly folded rocks below.

The waterfall’s creek backs up to a murky, ice cold lake,

Showies somersault for cooing girls in soft straw hats,

With widened smiles and stagey voices,

The musketeer looking fellow climbs to the tree’s top.

Gracefully arching back and shatters the still water

Like shell formed plumes of Flanders soil,

My mind can only play with thoughts 

Of broken necks or Byzantine mysteries.

A small girl braves her fears and leaps from a lower branch,

A shaky smile and hair lanked about her narrow face,

Eyes shine mockingly at her scaredy brother,

He swings down, a podgy arse skids one.

Face reads desperation, indecision,

Fluffs it, and belly flops for all of us to laugh,
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We’ve all been there:

Don’t worry son!

He painted scenes in which we played larking kids,

Along side springy girls with promises, 

But mostly full of talk and giggles,

At last one tumbles from the bridge and then the others follow.

A sleepy turtle 

paddles by along the bottom of the sandy bed,

The gorgeous blue and gold of tropic fish

Trail in his gentle wake.

Rapids! with imaginary freefalls, heard but not yet seen,

Sounding huge, high as any man had ever conquered!

We’d do it too! With wobbling legs and wriggly voices,

Wishin’ sometimes that we’d stayed at home.

To brag about those things we’d never done,

The water like a boa, crushed us with it’s lithe, lazy power, 

We took turns to drown, 

And then get rescued by each other.
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The Painter never failed us don’t you know, 

Though finally he flaked himself,

Was he somehow jealous, 

Pettily, as we all are?

Let’s walk past this grave to our abandon,

Enjoy as children would the thrills and spills, 

The love and tears, 

Nursing our bruised hearts and limbs.
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Bitch of The Apocalypse 

Crap on you slack jawed whore,

Slice me with your slinging rays,

Witch of the Adorned,

Your bestial slave cowers before the godLord 

And takes his meted punishment.

Only you heard the whimper ‘scape my tightened lips,

You prised that from me: Bitch of the Apocalypse,

What you want from me - O Lord, O Mistress?

I offer me, obsequious and cringing bellied,

Cold sliding cross stone floors before The Throne.

The steps to Hell rise, rise, rise - up before me, 

Heaven to the side, of which the doors are barred to me,

I hammer, break my hand against the solid bar,

Hanged loose, I rip free the useless limb, 

Feed it to the Howling Dogs, rolling tongues and drooling.
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Prostrate at the bottom step,

Your heel riven through my hand,

It squirms alive, on The Blood,

Match by your lips, 

And The Gash blood dripping.

I drink it, 

Life exhausted from your womb,

Begin again the cycle, cycle, cycle,

Of your monsters - goggle eyed incantations,

Strut godLord morons, roaring.

Am I the lone voice of reason?

Which creeps into bed 

And hides beneath the covers, 

Peeps its cheeky face with bright eyes, twinkling mischief, 

Fly on, Child of the Blue Clear Sky.
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Offered you my Heart

I offered you my heart in secret desperation,

It soared as you embraced it,

And you offered yours for me to do with as I wish.

You tranquil, in some inner certainty

Too simple for this complex heart of mine, 

So intertwined twixt thought and feeling.

Wishing I could love as we would breathe,

But then life must have dealt us differently,

For which I can but say Amen.

Meanwhile you, the veteran of this war and game of love, 

With no hesitation she has taken to the field, 

Gallant, with certain tread, and a glitter in her eye.

Songs of work sung boldly, 

With laughter in your voice, 

But edged with lust.
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And pushing out of possibilities,

That made me love you more 

If I’m true to my heart’s gushing sentiment.

Forgive me that, as I know you would, 

Weren’t we all a little bruised?

A little tender, from so much rending of our hearts?

My vision is all wondrous victories, 

Walking hand in hand, 

Looking lovingly in each others eyes.

No thought of aught else; no sense of time,

Mislead with daydream thoughts of you,

I barely know you; I forget your name.

Yet I know the beating of your heart, in unison with mine,

But I was entrapped 

By the superficial fences we set about ourselves.
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Are these conventions so important, dear?

When love 

Is wafting sweetly on the breeze.

Flowers, sea spray, 

Fresh cut grass in May, 

The musky smell of womanhood before she washes it away.

And in every sound we hear the songs of peace,

The laughter of the mingled voiceless in the street,

Whispered passions.

As eyes look to space, blindly vacant,

May we meet again,

And love explore.

Still I can picture you, 

All eyes, 

Widely set and darkest chocolate brown.
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Full of love, 

Enough for everyone it seemed,

But quick to strike for truth and honesty.

Torment me:

Draw me to you as a dog upon the leash,

Tall, and limbs of natural strength.

How I wished to see you naked, in the full of pleasure,

To see you at you being unadulterated you,

Just to convince this wary heart.

May I have the curtain call of love?

Your love, my dearest heart,

My, how we twist for love.

Such foolish stillborn passions,

Yet this love is no illusion, 

Merely faintly plumped for the simple pleasure of it being so.
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The Moss Covered Wall

The moss covered walls,

Built a hundred years ago 

And standing as they do this day,

Whilst the old man dreamt of his coming past.

And he sat, 

His back moulded to his wall,

Sinking, enveloped, becoming grey and hard, 

Transmogrified from living to immutable.

Fortunes were made, whims indulged,

People slaughtered in the name of progress,

Families broken by greed, 

Until the last cent was spent by the gambler.

Or the fuck for payer,

Or the fuckwit 

Caught on the canvas of a swindler’s masterpiece:

Yet still the wall stood.
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Empires built on the back of men’s broken skeletons,

Forged justice,

Industries created by the will of obstinate men,

Against the stacked odds.

To you and me a mountain of deceit and risk,

To a certain man:

His life blood, 

The only thing he’d leave his bed for.

He'll contemplate and plan, and scrutinise for weakness, 

A chance wafer thin, but the crack was there,

And he’d slip in 

And blow a hole big enough to house his ego.

God like to the natives he slaughtered by the thousand daily,

So he could sell his daughter to an acolyte with front,

A world of tangled wires and wireless waves that shook inside us, 

Where we wouldn’t find the damage.

Trains snorted and gorged on the virgin land they crossed,

Carrying barely needed produce on which this empire thrived,
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Until, as with all things, fashion changed,

The empire crumbled, factories turned rust brown red.

The generator stops, machines stand idle,

The jungle fed back over rails, 

And once proud chimney stacks teeter, fall and fade from memory,

Yet the wall still stands, though the man’s now gone.

Ah loves, the essence of all unreason,

Hearts broken, mended, seared, closed up with fear,

Hard against the discontent of passion's wasteland,

Kill and cheat each other for this passing piss pot passion.

Whatever we feel today, this instant, 

Will in less than a lifetime

Dissipate to nothing but 

A futile memory.

And we'll wonder why we did the things we did for the gain of love,

And wonder what else transpired,

While we ensnared ourselves in love, 

Blind to aught around us.
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Good deeds were few, but meaning well intentioned,

Brats were born, and died with love in their hearts

It takes all kinds of love, 

But all will fade.

Or break a weakened heart

So she lies severed, 

But at least the pain she thought would never die is gone,

Through all this despair the wall still stood, unchanged, unmoved.

Power was the final curse we faced,

The almost sexual need to stand it over someone else, 

Their dicks hanging out, to force our will to their desire,

To bid their worst, or most mundane.

All so they could languid lounge and

Observe our dust level occupation with life,

Whilst theirs would seem so fun, so meaningful

And yet was all the sham.

All these grand designs are now but dust, 

But his stone wall still stands, good for another yet,
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With a tree that overhangs it now, 

Dappling burnished sunlight through the autumn leaves.

Did you know that once it formed the backdrop 

For an audience with Cromwell and his roundhead men?

As they spliced the heads of royalist bastards 

And splashed the wall with red.
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Open your heart

Open your heart, I’m just waiting for the sound of bolts being drawn,

And the creaking of rusty hinges on the long barred door to your heart.

I know you will, when you’re heart can’t stop itself,

I know you will, when there’s nothing left to fear.

I know you will, when there's no more questions,

I know you will, when there’s only silence.

I know you will, when all you want is peace,

I know you will, when time has no meaning.

I know you will, when you hear your heart's true calling,

I know you will, when you care more for others than yourself.

I know you will, when nothing matters,

I know you will, when tears come easy,
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I know you will, when you care less for what you own,

I know you will, when you don’t want to hurt no one.

I know you will, when you can love yourself enough,

I know you will, when you love me.
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Unloved

I am unloved, I have always been unloved,

And I will always be unloved,

I was friendless, and a stranger - an enemy to most men.

Once I felt loved and my heart bloomed,

But I was mistaken and this wound has never healed,

Oh how I shrink from love!

Should I abandon love and lead a lonely life?

Yet I still crave true love, love without condition,

Love without expectation.

Love that is fearless in our defence, 

Whatever consequence,

Love which seeks nothing in return.

And love, the sun upon our back, 

Will find us when we're stranded or alone,

In whatever condition we are, it does not judge us.
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It can soothe whatever pain we bring upon ourselves - 

A broken heart, brought on by that clinging love,

That desperate love we have all felt.

And seen in forlorn eyes who loved us without just reason,

Their projection of perfection, 

How dull we seem in it’s reflection.

How lifeless, small statured, weak, and timid,

Slow witted, unheroic, so starkly so,

Who ever needed such a man?

The pursuit of this cloying love have I long abandoned,

For it never gave me comfort, it never gave me peace,

It never made me see the world as beautiful.

Or make me want to love a stranger of my enemies,

Every waking moment it intruded on my dreams,

So did I then see the sad face, the reflection of my own.
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In my preoccupation with my own pain, 

I could not,

I could barely help myself, such pain engulfed me.

Yet had I only looked about me, 

Then I might have seen what we all share,

What we might say defines the condition to be human.

That we are all unloved, 

And think we’re alone,

That every one but us is loved.

And so we turn against each other, for it lies at anger’s root,

We resent a smiling face, for then they must be loved, 

And we are not! 

We are unloved, we are excluded,

It is our frustration, 

Our sullen disappointment with our life.
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And so we start to judge, oh how we wield that sharpened blade!

In our minds we criticise, for we too easily forget our worth

For if unloved we must be worthless.

But we are not worthless - we deserve the love we crave,

And we should never stop the wish for love, however much it hurts,

Unless you take upon yourself to love: to love the unloved.

Love, and you will find your anger fades,

The need for love will pass, 

And freed of every kind of suffering.

I am preoccupied with loving you, without condition,

So you are no more alone,

Take my hand, for you need no longer wish for love.
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Nepal at times

Ghosts current us silent past the overhanging rocks, 

Ice cold waterfalls break over the precipice upon our heads,

Dripping slime green algae from its walls, 

Small burrows of the native birds, busy as a Shanghai market. 

Upon a gentle rise a house has planted order, 

Smoke barely creeps from the stone rough chimney, 

A drunkard oozing out the door past closing time, 

Hangs a moment unsure which way to drift.

Children dance naked on the river banks,

Brown mass of spindly limbs and white smiles;

The valley climbs toward the sky, 

Dappled pink by cherry trees.

And misted by the burning pile of leaves, 

While high up, on the escarpment’s crest, 

About the solitary dwelling 

Hangs a necklace of yellow fields.
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The river weeps tears of the Lost Martyr Mothers,

And with that she finds her voice and cries all night, 

Clamours for the drowned, and lovers of the dark:

Led by wide spread Downtown Girls.

That sway hips In the breeze of languor, 

Laughters mingle with the brush of hair across a face,

Skirts rustle, a fateful glance: 

Woman’s hieroglyphics.

The green of field, 

Carved through by the man astride a bucking plough,  

Pulled by the strength of mongrel yaks: 

Rough torn warrior of the Steppes.

Stronger legged and surer foot, 

Coat thickly curled and matted,

A Giant crouching over this tragedy of land 

From which the thin man ekes his thin life.

The beast the surest bet, 

But the stones break the puny wooden plough,
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The man struggles its repair before the rains rob him 

Of his meagre dreams.

Though rushing in their heart, 

Friends and brothers only saunter to his aid,

Leant in conversations 

That echo forbears’ hopes and fears.

Strangers come claiming, 

With the blood of their warrior brothers drenched their hearts,

This same land for their battleground 

To Truth and Honor.

At this their rising,

From birth 

To the burning of their discarded cage

The field’s contour may be the grace of man, or his end.

Life seems to have abandoned glory for a world 

That justifies itself by slaughter, for the means to ends:

There are no brave men left, 

They have been swept aside or tortured into lesser men.
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Three Fighters.

The Idealist: the mark of death already on him,

The Sheep doth follow: 

Eyes agape, the loosely hanging mouth.

The impostor: calculating gain, 

A smile always plays around his mouth; licking lips:

The well fed cat 

Discovering a forgotten bowl of milk.

Far from home they ran as escape 

From this roar 

Of their Nation’s soul,

Wishing for a past of simple hardship.

When one day, a distant day, they would die, 

And their son replace them at the table’s head,

While they take Oblivion’s Path, 

And at last lay claim to impossible, majestic dreams.

Again I marvel at this endless beauty,

And the intrication of man contained in his small world, 
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What is the story here, 

In this village?

Passing under the bridge 

That claims conviction,

Whilst I duck my head expectant of its loud collapse 

At the instant we float asunder.

A boy pisses weakly in a yellow arch: 

A scolding mother admonishes him 

With a clap of thunderous rebuke,

While the old man on the far bank laughs.

The toothless, parchment wrinkled, nut brown face,

As he sits in the too late shade of the hand leafed tree 

That clings precariously to the massive boulder, 

Masquerading as a pebble on the shore.

Another gorgeous wreck of a temple, 

Saffron and vermilion,

Too bright, 

Too garey for the western eye.
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The din of voices outnumber the bodies that create them, 

The mad women line our right with outstretched hands

That spring life 

At the sign of the White God.

Apart stands the fearsome Saddhu, 

Already given up to the pleasures of this world,

While at the temple the goat aware - panic flit across its eye,

Unnerved by the death cries that sing out a last breath.

Never so much blood, 

Yet it seems that only I can see it,

The chooks: 

Hehe, fuck, who knows?

Try fathom the working of their minds, 

Would we begin that mad blinking 

Out of kilter with the frantic flapping, 

And headlong dash to nowhere?

Incongruent Laughter cascades 

Around the amphitheatre of my horrors,
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Children out at play 

Swing what I dread to look at.

Carousing 

As if on a fucking Sunday picnic at the park, 

Whilst the stench rises with the dawn’s passing 

And the sun’s appearance at the mountain’s crest.

Stagnant pools of water 

Move with the life of disease harboured, 

Filth everywhere, 

Yet the pit should smell worse than it does.

I must abandon reason if I’m not to grab a honed blade

From the hands of the practiced slaughterers,

Commit revenge for these dear, fear filled beasts, 

By cut a slice through the fat whelp of the old crone in saffron silk.

Her face a mass of spit slavered teeth,

She who makes no pretence 

to conceal the rolls at her neck, 

Breasts which loll conversationally at her knees.
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The rungs of blubber down her stomach, 

To make a graceful disappearance 

At this quayside to the ocean of cloth which conceals 

What I have not the stomach to imagine.

Her eyes still shine with the last remaining passion,

A love of gossip, 

Her mind the sewer it was from the day she first heard 

What boys wished to do with her.

Yet is she more deserving of the knife 

Than these innocents?

Forgive me: 

How my mind lies weakly, petrified into confusion.
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